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Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) procurement by
federal agencies is governed by an interlocking network of
policies and directives issued by federal agencies, the
Department of Defense (DOD) , the Department of the Navy (DON)
,
and local commands. This thesis is an attempt to collate all
applicable directives concerning ADPE procurement and provide
an easily read step by step guide. The handbook leads the
reader through naval policies and directives, organized
according to threshold prices for the desired acquisition.
The impact of the General Services Administration (GSA) , its
policies and procedures are clearly indicated to allow the
user to disregard these portions in the event congressional
deliberation determines that DOD is not subject to the pro-
visions of PL 89-306, Brooks Bill. Appendices include
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Purchasing Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) is
an involved process, governed by federal, defense and naval
policies, instructions and directives. The requesting, or
buying, activity must take cognizance of, and follow the
directives implemented by higher authority. However, the
process of identifying and following these directives is, in
itself, a long and tedious process.
In October, 1965, President Johnson signed Public Law
89-306 (Brooks Bill), which amended Title I of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 by adding
the Brooks Bill to it. The intention of Public Law 89-306
was to provide for the economic and efficient purchase,
lease, maintenance, operation, and utilization of automatic
data processing equipment by federal departments and
agencies
.
The Brooks Bill made the acquisition of ADPE and related
supplies and services unlike any other acquisition because
it was specific legislation which regulated, all aspects of
ADP acquisition. The Brooks Bill granted specific authority
and responsibility to General Services Administration (GSA)
,
Office of Management and Budget (0MB) , and Department of
Commerce (DOC) . Although some changes in specific

responsibilities were affected by executive orders between
1965 and 1975, the Brooks Bill still has had far reaching
affects in ADP procurements.
It is the objective of this thesis to assist the inexper-
ienced or first-time program manager in the process of an
ADP acquisition by providing a handbook to guide him through
the thought process needed in the acquisition procedure.
Views from various acquisition- involved commands were
examined, consolidated, analyzed and presented. Through
this process, it is hoped that the resulting handbook will
satisfactorily lead ADP program managers through the
acquisition procedure.
This handbook attempts to collate these instructions
into an easily read format to provide a tool for understanding
and simplifying the ADPE procurement process.
In utilizing this handbook, the drafters wish to emphasize
that the procurement process is a continually changing environ-
ment. The instructions and policies quoted in this document
are being revised and cancelled in response to the changing
procurement requirements. It is suggested that prior to
initiating a procurement process, the requesting activity
first review for currency using this guide as a basis.
Appendix B to the handbook gives addresses of key
organizations that may be of some assistance.

Additionally, Appendix B provides phone numbers for DOD
directive control to allow for verification of current
instructions and the address of the Naval Publications and
Forms Center for ordering purposes
.
B. SCOPE
The scope of this effort is limited to the central, but
monumental, issues and problems inherent in the acquisition
process. The policies, directives, and instructions which
impact on an ADP acquisition will be assimilated into a
manageable format.
This handbook is in response to a request made by Fleet
Numerical Oceanography Center, Monterey, California for a
collation of applicable instructions and directives relating
to ADPE procurement in an easily understood format. The
intent of this handbook is to provide a fast reference for
ADPE procurement for all dollar ranges, and the impact of
federal, DOD and naval directives with regards to the dollar
threshold of the procurement. It is not the researchers
intention for this handbook to be used alone, but rather as
a guide to lead the ADP program manager to the pertinent
documents, directives, circulars, etc.
It is assumed that the reader has had little or no
successful experience in acquiring ADPE or that the passage
of time since ADPE has been acquired has been significant.

C. METHODOLOGY
Primary research material was collected from the myriad
of literature involved in the acquisition process. Secon-
dary research material was gathered through interviews the
drafters conducted with Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center
personnel. Professor Douglas Williams, of the W. R. Church
Computer Center, Naval Postgraduate School, iMonterey,
California and Commander M. L. Sneiderman, SC, USN of the
Naval Postgraduate School faculty. The researchers then
attempted to collate all known directives regarding ADPE
procurement. Discussions with Professor Williams provided
valuable insight into the procurement process. Professor
Williams also made available relevant documents concerning
the recent ADPE procurement at the Naval Postgraduate School
for study and, in some instances, inclusion into this
handbook.
Discussion with Commander M. L. Sneiderman provided
information and suggestions regarding the development and
structure of the handbook.
The primary by-product will be an ADPE procurement
handbook oriented towards a naval command and directed at
the user encountering an ADPE procurement for the first time
It is intended that this handbook be utilized as either a
training tool or procedures manual for program managers.

The completed handbook was distributed to numerous field
commands and knowledgeable individuals involved with the
procurement process with a request that it be reviewed and
comments returned to the researchers. The comments and
criticisms received in response to this request have been
incorporated, where applicable, into the handbook. The
handbook appears as Appendix A to this thesis.
D. DEFINITIONS
The terms used have the meanings set forth in this
section.
iMAJOR SYSTEM ACQUISITIONS .
Major ADP systems to be acquired in accordance with the




A system is that combination of elements which function
together to produce the capabilities required to fulfill a
mission need.
ELEMENTS .
System elements include hardware, equipment, software,
construction and real property improvements.
AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT .
Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) means general
purpose, commercially available, mass produced, automatic
data processing devices; i.e., components and the equipment
10

systems configurated from them together with commercially
available software packages that are provided and are not
priced separately, and all documentation and manuals rela-
ting thereto, regardless of use, size, capacity, or price,
that are designed to be applied to the solution or pro-
cessing of a variety of problems or applications and are not
specially designed, as opposed to configured, for any
specific application. Included are:
(1) Digital, analog, or hybrid computers.
(2) Auxiliary or accessorial equipment such as plotters,
tape cleaners, tape testers, data conversion equip-
ment, source data automation recording equipment
(optical character recognition devices, paper tape
typewriters, magnetic tape, card, or cartridge type-
writers, word processing equipment, computer input/
output microfilm and other data acquisition devices),
or computer performance evaluation equipment; etc.,
designed for use with digital, analog, or hybrid
computer equipment, either cable connected, wire
connected, or stand alone, and whether selected or
acquired with a computer or separately.
(3) Punched Card Accounting Machines (PCAM) that can be
used in conjunction with or independently of digital,
analog or hybrid computers.
11

(4) Data transmission or communications equipment,
including front-end processors, terminals, sensors,
and other similar devices, designed primarily for use





Naval involvement with ADPE technology started with the
development of the Mark I computer at Harvard in the mid
1940's and computer utilization by the Navy has continued to
escalate
.
Arthur Clark Argue [Ref. 1], in his thesis "Acquisition
of Automatic Data Processing in the Navy" explores, in part,
the relationship of the Navy, the computer and existing
rules and regulations. He also discusses the effect of
these rules and regulations upon the ADPE acquisition
process.
The largest single impact on the acquisition process came
in 1965, with the passage of PL 89-306, more popularly known
as the "Brooks Bill", an act to provide for the economic and
efficient purchase, lease, maintenance, operation and utili-
zation of automatic data processing equipment by federal
departments and agencies. Passage of this bill established
the General Services Administration (GSA) as the central
administrator for federally funded procurement.
Under the authority of this bill GSA instituted a set of
guidelines applicable to all federal ADPE procurement.
Included in those guidelines were price thresholds for
sole-source, and competitive solicitations as well as
regulations dealing with the procurement process.
13

The cost of the item and method of procurement (whether
sole-source or competitive) determine the degree of active
GSA involvement. Above certain thresholds, agencies must
request authority from GSA to procure ADPE , which, by law
GSA may delegate or retain for itself.
In the wake of GSA regulations, followed Department of
Defense (DOD) directives, Secretary of the Navy Instructions
(SECNAVINST) and local procedures governing the acquisition
of ADPE. Obtaining and understanding this interlocking
network of policies is often difficult.
The Brooks Bill and its legislative history leave little
doubt that Congress intended to regulate general purpose,
commercially available ADP hardware and maintenance
services. When the Brooks Bill was drafted, off-the-shelf
software was delivered as part of the hardware and was
frequently viewed as synonymous with the hardware.
Even after the introduction of the Brooks Bill, there
were still problems with major system acquisitions. Accord-
ing to the Commission on Government Procurement Report of










The intention of 0MB Circular A-109 was to effect reforms
that would reduce cost overruns and diminish the controversy
over the necessity of new systems.
Appendix B, Volume 2 of the Report of the Commission on
Government Procurement made twelve recommendations which
would provide a major impact on acquisitions [Ref. 2]. Those
recommendations were:
1. Begin with agency head statement of needs.
2. Mission oriented congressional budget review.
3. General support for mission-related R^D.
4. Create alternative system candidates.
5. Finance exploration of alternative systems.
6. Maintain competition among alternatives.
7. Limit premature system commitments.
8. Strengthen agency program management.
9. Require need reconfirmation and system test before
production.
10. Improve contracting processes and procedures.
11. Unify policy and monitoring responsibilities for
system acquisition.




The implementation of the commission's recommendations
did not occur overnight, but rather spanned the years
1973-1978 [Ref. 2]
.
1973-74 Executive Branch review, support, partial
adoption
1974 Budget Reform Act, Section 601, Mission
Budgeting
1975 Congressional hearings and broad support
1976 0MB Circular A-109
1977 Beginning of A-109 implementations
1977-78 GAO, Congressional Reviews
ADP systems acquisitions have received pressures from
several sources [Ref. 2] such as:
- Government Operations Commission in the form of Public
Law 89-306
- GSA via automated data and telecommunications service
- President's reorganization project in the form of an
ADP study
- General Accounting Office via GAO studies
- Office of Federal Procurement Policy via 0MB Circular
A-109
It is perhaps ironic, that the greatest single force in
ADPE procurement, PL 89-306 is now being studied by Congress
as to its ultimate applicability to DOD procurement. The
final impact of the 52 initiatives of Frank Carlucci is
still to be seen.
16

The current scene is in a state of continual change.
Trying to keep abreast of the myriad of rules and regula-
tions is a difficult task as new requirements are drafted
and outdated regulations are cancelled. The policies and
directives quoted in this handbook serve as a view of the
procurement world at this given time.
The drafters of this handbook have attempted to explore
the world of ADPE acquisition, collate the major instruc-
tions, and provide a foundation for understanding the




Copies of this handbook were sent to various commands
and offices with a request for comments and suggestions that
could be incorporated in the guide.
The response to the guide was generally favorable in
nature, in many instances providing new or revised material
to the drafters for inclusion in the handbook. Many of
those individuals who reviewed the handbook stated their
intentions of utilizing the handbook both as a teaching tool
and reference guide.
The responses indicated concern over the interweaving
network of regulations often clouding the procurement
process, and lack of a single document which would collate
all the regulations.
The drafters believe that no one single document could
embrace all the aspects regarding the acquisition process.
The stated purpose of this guide is to provide a brief
overview of the acquisition process. For more specific
information, the reader is directed to consult with the
applicable agencies involved. It is for this reason that
only a brief description of evaluation methods is provided,
not an in-depth discussion of each method or the selection
of a particular method, which can be better accomplished via
18

discussion between the requesting authority and the
appropriate procurement office.
In a similar manner, information regarding funding,
contract specification, software services and maintenance
is provided as background information to act as a foundation
for future knowledge.
One suggestion regarding flow charts was appreciated,
but, it is the researchers belief that flow charts can be
inherently dangerous by tending to oversimplify the process.
It is the recommendation of the drafters that each indivi-
dual, either involved in a procurement process or attempting
to understand the process construct his or her own version
of a flow chart based on the information contained within
the handbook.
Those criticisms and corrections which were directly
applicable to the handbook have been incorporated and the
guide revised. The contributions of the individuals who




The majority of responses indicated the handbook was well
received and would serve as a useful tool for both ADPE
acquisition and as a training tool.
But, as stated in the introduction, the procurement
process is in a constant state of flujc. Future revisions
and constant updating of this handbook is mandatory if it is
to continue as a useful tool.
Recent developments that have taken place during the
writing of this thesis, such as the congressional delibera-
tion on the applicability of the Brooks Bill to the Depart-
ment of Defense and the increase in threshold prices
determining GSA involvement for procurement, have had
substantial impact on the procurement process.
The final resolution of the effect of the Brooks Bill
applicability upon DOD ADPE procurement has not yet been
fully determined. The new worlds of micro and mini compu-
ters and associated network configurations have not yet
been addressed.
The decrease in the price of hardware and rapidly
escalating price for software development, almost a reversal
of the ratio present at the initial implementation of the
Brooks Bill, have yet to be considered.
20

Finally, the political climate will always influence the
procurement policy of government facilities. The current
administration has announced policies of cutting through red
tape, loosening of governmental regulations and increasing
the defense budget. During the next administration, these
policies may well be reversed.
It is the belief of the researchers, however, that there
will always remain a network of governmental regulation
concerning the procurement process. This handbook attempts
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The purpose of this handbook is to provide a guide for
purchasing automatic data processing equipment (ADPE) . It
is specifically organized for utilization by commands under
the authority of the Secretary of the Navy.
The biggest impact on ADPE purchase and utilization has
been the passage and implementation of Public Law 89-306
(more popularly known as the "Brooks Bill") . This bill gave
the General Services Administration (GSA)
:
"The administrator is authorized and directed to
coordinate and provide for the economic and efficient
purchase, lease and maintenance of automatic data
processing equipment by federal agencies."
With this authority GSA mandated threshold levels,
requiring either GSA procurement or the receipt of a Dele-
gated Procurement Authority (DPA) by the agency desiring to
acquire ADPE. See Appendix A.
GSA also has the authority to lease equipment to federal
agencies, and require that federal agencies first consult
the resources maintained by the GSA prior to submitting a
procurement request. However, legislation revising the role
of GSA in the procurement process is currently under
consideration.
Within the Depart of the Navy SECNAVINST 5236. IB of
15 October 1980, "Contracting for Automatic Data Processing
(ADP) resources", promulgates Navy policy applicable to
naval procurement and the Navy's relationship to GSA.
23

The instruction defines five categories of ADP resources:
a. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
General purpose, commercially available, mass produced ADP
components and the equipment systems created from them,
regardless of use, size, capacity, or price, that are
designed to be applied to the solution or processing of a
variety of problems or applications and are not specially
designed (rather than configured) for any specific appli-
cations. This definition includes:
1. Digital, analog, or hybrid computer equipment.
2. Auxiliary or accessorial equipment such as plotters,
communication terminals, tape cleaners, tape
testers, data conversion equipment, disk used in
rotating storage devices, and source data auto-
mation recording equipment (optical character
recognition devices, paper tape typewriters, and
other data acquisition devices) to be used in
support of digital, analog, or hybrid computer
equipment.
3. Punched card accounting machines used in conjunction
with or independently of digital, analog or hybrid
computers
.
4. Devices used for special purposes which are classi-
fied under Federal Supply Classification Group 70.
24

(This group contains printing controlled equipment
dedicated to printing processes and utilizing
computer technology, including electronic printing
systems, and photo composition equipment.)
b. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SERVICES
Those examination, testing, repair or part replacement
functions performed to:
1. Reduce the probability of ADPE malfunction (commonly
referred to as "preventive maintenance")
.
2. Restore a component of ADPE which is not functioning
properly in its normal operating status (commonly
referred to as "remedial maintenance")
.
3. Modify the ADPE in a minor way (commonly referred
to as "field engineering change" or "field
modification")
.
c. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING RELATED SERVICES
All services involved in the development, implementation,
operation, and management of ADP systems including:
1. Systems analysis and design
2. Programming
3. Data conversion (e.g., keypunch, data entry)
4. Service bureau support
5. Teleprocessing





d. COMMERCIAL SOFTWARE PACKAGES
Commercially available proprietary computer programs and
routines used to extend the capabilities of ADPE . This
category of software includes those software packages
available in the commercial market through lease, license
or purchase. Software packages provided by original equip-
ment manufacturers which are separately priced from ADPE
are included in this category.
e. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES
Consumable items designed specifically for use with ADPE
such as computer tapes, ribbons, punch cards, and tabulating
paper.
It is policy for the requesting component to request a
Delegation of Procurement Authority (DPA) from GSA instead
of GSA retaining this authority.
Under the approval levels promulgated by SECNAVINST
5230.6, the approval authority responsibilities are as
follows
:
1. Specify any constraints on contracting actions in
the approval document.
2. Either exercise or further delegate the Source
Selection Authority (SSA) for contractual actions.
The SSA will establish and appoint membership for
2 6

appropriate councils which will provide management
oversight for the acquisition. When the Assistant
Secretary of the Navy for Financial Management retains
the SSA, he will appoint a Source Selection Advisory
Council to:
a) Approve the solicitation document/selection plan,
b) Provide solutions to major acquisition problems,
c) Recommend the source selection based on the
information provided by the contracting office of
the SSA. Selection procedures and documentation for
actions below this level should be commensurate with
the dollar value of the contracting action.
3. Determine applicability of this instruction to
specific actions.
4. Submit APRS in accordance with FPR 1-4.11.
This instruction also assigns specific responsibilities
to the Automatic Data Processing Selection Office (ADPSO)
under the command and with the concurrence of the CNO and
Commander, Naval Data Automation Command (COMNAVDAC) as
follows
:
1. To contract the Navy and Marine Corps actions
approved by the ASSTSECxNAV FM unless otherwise assigned.
2. To perform contract administration of Navy contracts
which are organizationally or contractually complex.
27

For all other contracts which it awards, ADPSO may
assign those contract administration functions delineated
in Defense Acquisition Regulations (DAR) 1-406, or may
transfer principal contracting officer responsibility
for the contract to the requiring activity. In either
case the requiring activity must have commensurate
contracting authority and expertise and concur with the
assignment or transfer. For all contracts which it
awards for the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC)
,
ADPSO will transfer responsibility for contract
administration to the CMC.
3. To guide and assist in DON use of GSA ADP fund. The
ADPSO will forward requests for use of the GSA ADP fund
to the ASSTSECNAV FM via the Naval Data Automation
Command for certification and submittal to GSA.
4. To provide contracting management and technical
review necessary to meet ADPSO contracting management
and technical review necessary to meet ADPSO contracting
requirements
.
The CMC, Chief of Naval Material, under the command of
CNO , and the Chief of Naval Research are delegated the
responsibility to contract for ADP resources below approval




Each command requesting a procurement is responsible to
provide technical support.
Legislation currently being considered for repeal of GSA
requirements as applied to DOD procurements may become solid
reality or may be re-instated by Congress at their discre-
tion. To provide for possible future needs, GSA regulations
have been included in this handbook.
If the provisions of PL 89-306 are not in effect, those
references may be disregarded. (In particular, this
decision will affect the APR and DPA portions of the acqui-
sition cycle.) To provide for easy reference these para-
graphs will be bracketed with a double asterisk (**) . This
symbol bracketing the page number indicates the entire page
may be disregarded in the event that GSA guidelines have
been suspended by legislative action.
The many rules and regulations governing ADPE are in a
constant state of change. To insure instructions cited are
still current, check with DOD directive control. New
instructions can be ordered from Naval Publications and





LEASE, RENT OR BUY
DOD Directive 4105.55 "Selection and Acquisition of ADP
Resources" of 19 May 1972 outlines policies as follows:
The method of acquisition selected for ADPE or computer
programs (purchases, installment purchase, or lease, includ-
ing third-party leasing and lease with option to buy) will
be that which offers the greatest advantage to the government
under the circumstances pertaining to each situation. A
comparative cost estimation will be made of alternative
acquisition methods. Subsequent reviews will be conducted
on an annual basis for leased equipment to insure that
opportunities for cost savings through purchases are not
overlooked. In the event ADPE purchase offers the greatest
advantage to the government, but procurement funds are not
available, application will be made to GSA for purchase
through the use of the ADP revolving fund.
To determine which method of acquisition is most cost
efficient requires a cost-benefit analysis. A fast 'rule
of thumb' is as follows:
If system life is less than four years, rent.
If system life is less than eight years and greater
than four years, lease.
If system life is greater than eight years, buy.
NOTE: years refer to svstem life.
3D

The major difference between the methods concerns the
funding. To lease or rent ADPE requires the use of O^MN
(operational and maintenance funds), while purchasing uses
OPN (other procurement Navy) . See How to Acquire , Contract
Considerations
.
Naval approval policies are calculated as follows:
Approval thresholds are in terms of purchase cost
or equivalent purchase cost if leased, for the original
quantity and all options.
**GSA thresholds are determined using the purchase price,
whether the items are purchased, leased, or rented to
indicate if a DPA is necessary.
If the ADPE order was placed against a GSA non-mandatory
schedule contract, conversion from lease to purchase of
installed ADPE are subject to the following requirements:
1. Synopsis in the Commerce Business Daily at least 15
calendar days prior to procurement if the net value
(purchase price after the application of any lease
credits or discounts) is in excess of $50,000.
2. A DPA must be obtained when the net purchase order
price is more than $300,000 and a supplier other than
the schedule contractor has identical, specific make and
model, suitable substitute equipment available.
When orders are for or include the continued lease or
rental of an installed central processing unit, continued
31

rental or lease agreements of GSA non -mandatory schedules
have the following requirements:
1. Synopsis in the commerce business daily at least 15
calendar days prior to procurement if value is in excess
of $50,000.
2. A DPA must be obtained if the scheduled purchase
price exceeds $300,000 and the results of the commerce
business daily synopsis indicates the equipment is
available from other sources.
See GSA implications, for procedures on buying ADPE
,




Following the chart on page 34:
1. Find the applicable topic for the procurement
2. Under the topic, select the threshold price to
determine the approval level.
Using the chart on page 36:
1. Select the topic desired, specific information
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Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Financial Man^ageraent
B. LEVEL 2
Chief of Naval Operations (see "E" below)
Commandant of the Marine Corps
Director, DON ADP Management (see "E" below)
C. LEVEL 3
Deputy Comtroller of the Navy
Chief of Naval Research
Chief of Naval Material
Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet
Commander in Chief, U.S. Pacific Fleet
Commander in Chief, U.S. Naval Forces, Europe
Commander, Naval Data Automation Command
Chief of Naval Education and Training
Commander in Chief, Atlantic
Commander in Chief, Pacific
Commander, Naval Military Personnel Command
D. LEVEL 4
Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery
Commander, Military Sealift Command
Oceanographer of the Navy
Commander, Naval Telecommunications Command
Chief of Naval Reserve
Commander, Naval Intelligence Command
Commander, Naval Security Group Command
E. COMNAVDAC DELEGATED APPROVAL AUTHORITY
(1) COMNAVDAC will exercise CNO/DIRDONADPM Level 2
approval authority for actions not related to
Naval Data Automation Command requirements.
(2) CNO (OP-942) will exercise Level 2 authority
for actions internal to COMNAVDAC.
SOURCE: SECNAVINST 5 230.6, 2 November 1979
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Level 1 Level 2 Level 5 Level 4
0MB Circular A- 109
ADPE Procurement 37 37 37 37
ADPE-DEFN 49 49 49 49
Naval Policy 54 52 52 52
Reutilization/
Sharing 56 56 56 56
Thresholds-
GSA Implications 61 61 61 59
Letters of
Intent 65 65 65 65
RFP 66 66 66 66
Specifications 68 68 68 68
Evaluations 72 72 72 72
Contract
Considerations 77 77 77 77
Maintenance 82 82 82 82
Software 84 84 84 84
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0MB CIRCULAR A- 109 AND ADP PROCUREMENT
0MB circular A-109 covers every aspect of a major system
acquisition whether it is a one-of-a-kind system for an
agency or the development of demonstration hardware for
private sector use vice agency use. It addresses:
1. Analysis of agency missions;
2. Determination of mission needs;
5. Setting of program objectives;
4. Determination of system requirements;






11. Testing and evaluation;
12. Contracting;
13. Production;
14. Program and management control;
15. Introduction of the system into use.
The purpose of 0MB circular A-109 is to reduce cost
overruns, diminish the controversy as to whether or not new
systems are needed, specify certain key decisions, and out-




The acquisition of ADP systems is to be conducted in
accordance with established procedures which involve coor-
dination and approval by the General Services Administration
(GSA) and 0MB. These procedures provide for GSA to act as
the executive agent in the acquisition or to delegate the
acquisitioning to the using executive branch agency. The
requirements of 0MB circular A-109 are consistent and com-
patible with these established procedures and apply only to
those ADP acquisitions which are designated by the agencies
as major systems. Although 0MB circular A-109 specifies it
is to be used in major system acquisition, the procedure
outlined is useful in guiding minor system acquisitions.
The steps, which include various activities and key
decision points, in the basic procedure are:
STEP I - A) Evaluate mission needs
B) Prepare the Mission Elements Needs
Statement (MENS)
STEP II - A) Submit MENS for approval
STEP III - A) Designate and Charter A Program Manager
B) Develop acquisition strategy
C) Explore alternatives
STEP IV - A) Select alternative (s) for test and
demonstration
STEP V - A) Conduct competitive demonstrations
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STEP VI - A) Commit to full scale development
STEP VII - A) Develop, test, and evaluate
STEP VIII - A) Commit to production/large scale buy
STEP IX - A) Implement
STEP I
Step I consists o£:
A) Evaluating mission needs in terms of:
Goals, objectives, and legislated purpose;
Technological opportunities;
Current capabilities and deficiencies;
Probable costs and budgetary outlook.
B) Preparing a Mission Elements Needs Statement (MENS)
,




Time, fiscal, and operating constraints;
Values, benefits, and relative priorities.
MISSION ELEMENT NEEDS STATEMENT (MENS)
0MB circular A-109 requires a continuing analysis of
current and forecasted mission capabilities, technological
opportunities, overall priorities, and resources that are
involved. When this analysis identifies a deficiency in
existing agency capabilities or an opportunity to establish
jy

new capabilities in response to a technologically feasible
opportunity, this will be formally set forth in a MENS.
This statement includes the mission purpose, capability,
agency components involved, time constraints, value or worth
of meeting the need, relative priority, and operating con-
straints, and is not to be expressed in terms of equipment
or other means which might satisfy the need.
STEP II
Step II consists of submitting the MENS for approval.
This action is key decision point #1. Once approved, the
agency can move forward with the confidence of having a need
recognized. The need is then normally communicated to
Congress in accordance with 0MB circular A-10.
STEP III
Step III consists of:
a. DESIGNATING AND CHARTERING A PROGRAM MANAGER
As soon as possible after the mission need decision to
explore alternative system design concepts, a program
manager should be designated for each major system acqui-
sition program. This would be synonymous with a project
leader in a minor system acquisition program.
Program objectives which set forth the capability, cost,
and schedule goals sought in the system are required to be
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incorporated in a written charter which defines the author-
ity, responsibility, and accountabiliy o£ the program
manager. An initial responsibility of the program manager
should be to recruit a staff or identify a team to manage
the assigned system.
b. DEVELOPING AN ACQUISITION STRATEGY
One of the program manager's first tasks will be to
develop an acquisition strategy to achieve his program
objectives in an economical, effective, and efficient
manner
.
The acquisition strategy should form the basis for the
program amanger's system acquisition plan. This should then
be used to communicate with higher authority, his management
team, and interface with government organizations, and
industry. The plan should also provide the means to measure
accomplishments and consider contingencies as the program
progresses. It is not desireable to address all considera-
tions in detail. It is desireable to examine and schedule
throughout the acquisition process and to refine the stra-
tegy and planning as the program proceeds. •
The plan should encompass the entire system acquisition
process with emphasis on the near term time phased actions.
As the program proceeds and periodic reviews are made, the




The acquisition strategy reflects the management concepts
that shall be used in directing and controlling all elements
of the acquisition in response to specific goals and objec-
tives of the program and in ensuring that the system being
acquired satisfies the approved mission need. It encompasses
the entire acquisition process:
1. Development of technological options;
2. Test and evaluation plans;
3. Scheduling of essential acquisition process elements;
4. Competition considerations and strategies;
5. Contracting options;
6. Logistic support options;
7. Manning and training strategies.
At the inception of the program, the acquisition strategy
is very broad with many option paths available. The acqui-
sition strategy is a dynamic management tool which must be
kept current throughout program life through an iterative
process which becomes increasingly definitive in describing
the interrelationships of the management, technical, busi-
ness, resource, force structure, support, testing, and other
aspects of the program. Once the acquisition strategy is
approved by the Chief of Naval Material, it is submitted to





1. Use of the contracting process as an important tool
in the acquisition program.
2. Scheduling of essential elements of the acquisition
process
.
3. Demonstration, test and evaluation criteria.
4. Content of solicitations for proposals.
5. Decisions on whom to solicit.
6. Methods for obtaining and sustaining competition.
7. Guidelines for the evaluation and acceptance or
rejection of proposals.
8. Goals for design- to-cost
.
9. Methods for projecting life cycle costs.
10. Use of data rights.
11. Use of warranties.
12. Methods for analyzing and evaluating contractor and
government risks.
13. Need for developing contractor incentives.
14. Selection of the type of contract best suited for
each stage in the acquisition process.
15. Administration of contracts.
The acquisition strategy plan should provide a means to




Initial plan considerations are not addressed in detail.
Each consideration is examined to determine a timetable for
decisions regarding that consideration. Refinements are
made as the program proceeds.
The acquistion strategy plan encompasses the entire
acquisition process emphasizing near-term actions. As the
program proceeds, periodic revisions are made and the next
increment of near-term actions are emphasized.
c. EXPLORING ALTERNATIVES
Although approval of the MENS actually starts the major
system acquisition process by granting authority to explore
alternative system design concepts, this initial approval
and the establishment of a system acquisition program does
not automatically mean that a new major system will eventu-
ally be acquired. The agency will continue to analyze other
optional means of satisfying the need in parallel with the
exploration of alternative systems.
The analysis of alternatives should include such
approaches as the modification or augmentation of existing
equipment and contracting out for the needed capability, as
well as acquiring new capability to be operated by the
agency or a contractor.
The solicitation must be in terms of the mission need to
assure contractors the freedom to propose their own
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technical approach, main design features, subsystems, and
alternatives to schedule, cost and capability goals. The
purpose of this type of soliciation is to gain the benefits
of industry innovation and competition and not be con-
strained by preordained or prematurely selected equipment
approaches
.
Proposals should be evaluated and the most promising
system design concepts selected, based on a review by a team
of experts, for further exploration. The review should
consider:
1. Capability of the proposed system to meet the mission
need and program objectives, including resources
required
;
2. Benefits to be derived by feasible trade-offs among
performance, costs, and time to develop and procure; and
3. Relevant accomplishment record of the competitors and
the competence of their key personnel.
STEP IV
Step IV consists of selecting alternatives for test and
demonstration. The alternative system design concepts
selected for consideration for competitive demonstration
will be submitted to the agency head for approval, along
with other alternatives which were identified and evaluated.
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This is in the second key decision and includes a reaffirmation
of the mission need and program objectives.
STEP V
Step V consists of conducting competitive demonstrations.
Competitive demonstrations provide a basis for selection of
the system design concept(s) to be continued into full-scale
development by verifying that the chosen concepts are sound
and perform in an operational environment.
The winning concept (s) and contractor (s) of the demons-
tration evaluation may then move into full-scale development
and initial production.
The competitive demonstration contracts should provide
for contractors to develop and submit proposals for full-
scale development and initial production by the conclusion
of the demonstration. The contractors should be furnished
operational test conditions, mission performance criteria,
and life cycle cost factors that will be used by the agency
in evaluation and selection for full-scale development.
STEP VI
Step VI consists of making a commitment for full scale
development. Once demonstration has verified that the
chosen system design concept(s) is sound, competition
between similar or differing system design concepts may be
extended throughout the entire acquisition process whenever
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it is economically beneficial to do so. When the mission
need and program objectives are reaffirmed, the agency head
may authorize full-scale development and initial production.
This is the third key decision.
If the selection of a system design concept involves the
procurement of off-the-shelf equipment, the second and third
key agency head decisions may be combined as one decision.
With respect to an agency's interface with GSA in this
process, the agency is responsible for that portion of the
process which precedes the determination by GSA of executive
agency responsibility. GSA may retain this authority or
delegate it back to the agency, thus making the agency
responsible for that portion of the process for which it is
the executive agent. The resolution of responsibilities
between an agency and GSA should be made at the outset of
the acquisition process.
STEP VII
Step VII consists of developing, testing and evaluating
the selection and is discussed further in the section on
evaluation.
STEP VIII
Step VIII consists of making a commitment to production/
large scale buy. Following satisfactory test results and
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reconfirmation of mission need and program objectives, the
agency head may authorize full production. This is the
fourth key decision. Approval for production would not
apply except in the unusual case of a multiple quantity
procurement of a newly developed ADP system.
STEP IX
Step IX consists of implementing the system.
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WHAT QUALIFIES AS ADPE?
Department o£ Defense Directive 4105.55, "Selection and
Acquisition o£ Automatic Data Processing Resources", 19 May
1972 establishes policies and guidance for the selection and
acquisition of automatic data processing equipment.
Enclosure 2 to this directive defines ADPE as follows:
Automatic Data Processing Equipment (ADPE) - general
purpose, commercially available automatic data processing
components and the equipment systems created from them,
regardless of use, size, capacity, or price, which are
designed to be applied to the solution or processing of a
variety of problems or applications and which are not
specifically designed, as opposed to configured, for any
specific application.
1. This definition includes:
a. Digital, analog, or hybrid computer equipment;
b. Auxiliary or accessorial equipment such as
data communications terminals, tape cleaners, tape
testers, source data automation recording equipment
(e.g., optical character recognition equipment,
paper tape typewriters, magnetic tape cartridge
typewriters, and data acquisition devices), data
output equipment (e.g., digital plotters, computer
output microfilmers) , etc., to be used in substan-
tial support of digital, analog, or hybrid computer
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equipment, either cable-connected, wire-connected,
or self -standing and whether selected or acquired
with a computer, or separately; and
c. Electrical Accounting Machines (EAM) used in
conjunction with or independently of digital,
analog, or hybrid computers.
2. This definition excludes, except for reporting and,
as may be directed by the Secretary of Defense, computer
equipment which is integral to a combat weapons system
when:
a. It is physically incorporated into the weapon;
or
b. It is integral to the weapons system from a
design and procurement and operations viewpoint, or
c. Separate selection, acquisition, and/or
management of the computer equipment be infeasible.
For the purpose of this directive, being integral to a
combat weapons system means dedicated to the essential
in real time to the performance of the mission of the weap-
ons system in combat, e.g., automatic combat command, control
and communications processing for specific combat weapons.
Computer equipment used for logistic or administrative
support of a weapons system, or which can be selected and
acquired from commercial product lines independent of other
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components of the weapons system, is not covered by this
exclusion. For purposes of this definition, a combat system
is an instrument of combat either offensive or defensive,
used to destroy, injure, or threaten the enemy. It consists
of the total entity that is an instrument of combat, which
may incorporate in itself a complex assembly of functional
parts, e.g., F-105 aircraft, FBM submarine, M-60 tank. Hawk
missile
.
The purpose of the exclusions is to maintain in the
program office the full responsibility for the RDT§E of the
combat weapons system in which computers are subordinate
elements
.
The directive stipulates that 4 objectives must be met
for procurement:
1. A valid need exists;
2. Use of ADP resources is essential to or most cost
effective means for the performance of functions;
3. Designed to achieve highest practical degree of
effectiveness and operational economy;
4. Lowest overall cost alternative for satisfying
requirements is determined prior to selection and




As stated in the introduction, the passage o£ PL 89-306
had a far reaching effect on federal government procurement
policies. SECNAVINST 5230.6 "Automatic Data Procurement
Approval Authority and Acquisition/Development Thresholds;
Delegation of" of 2 Nov 1979 attempted to reconcile GSA and
Navy procurement relationships.
The instruction assigns organizational responsibilities
to three entities:
1. Commander Naval Data Automation Command (COMNAVDAC)
to provide staff support to CNO for ADPE matters and
also stipulates that actions requiring approval by
ASSTSECNAV FM will be submitted via COMNAVDAC.
2. Commanders as specified in approval level listing.
3. The Director, Automatic Data Processing Selection
Office (ADPSO) to coordinate procurements.
Actions requiring formal approval are:
1. Proposal for a new or revised automated information
system (AIS)
,
2. Initial acquisition of ADP equipment (ADPE), services
or software.
3. Extending or expanding the scope of an existing
contract
.
4. Reutilization of government -owned or leased ADPE.
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5. Contractor acquisition of ADPE in support of cost
reimbursable contracts when required by the Defense
Acquisition Regulation.
6. Exercising options for increased quantities in
existing contracts for ADPE and services.
7. Use of General Services Administration (GSA) ADP
schedule contracts.
The instruction exempts from approval:
1. Exercising previously approved options to renew an
existing contract at the same level of effort.
2. Any ADP action where the aggregate total cost for
purchase, rental, and services for any fiscal year
during the expected system life does not exceed $10,000
(i.e., procure as local small purchase items).
3. Contracts for ADPE maintenance or training which
will be processed in accordance with SECNAVINST 5236. 2A
of 7 July 1980.
Other actions which must preceed the procurement process
are as follows
:
1. Commands will submit ADP actions for ASSTSECNAV FM
or COMNAVDAC approval to the cognizant Department of the
Navy (DON) /CNO/CMC sponsor of their responsible official
to obtain a functional sponsor requirements validation
and certification of intent to program funds. This
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should be prior to, simultaneously with, submission of
an ADP resource acquisition proposal or the AIS project
management plan to COMNAVDAC for technical, economic,
and operational feasibility analysis. COMNAVDAC shall
not approve any requests until receipt of the preceding
certification.
2. Actions above approval Level 3 and over $1,000,000
must be certified at the Deputy CNO or equivalent level.
If a functional sponsor cannot be identified at that
level, the requirements validation and certification of
intent to provide funds may be provided by the cognizant
major claimant.
3. Annual options for ADP services contracts originally
approved at Levels 1 or 2 may be exercised by lower
echelon commands/activities, provided the total value of
each option year does not exceed the original estimated
contractual value for that option year by more than 25
percent
.
4. Prior to submitting an action for approval, the
appropriate requirements of federal ADP sharing and
software exchange, reut ilization
,
privacy, standards,




** For those procurement actions which exceed the GSA
mandated thresholds, a Delegation of Procurement Authority




With the passage o£ PL 89-306, GSA was authorized to
coordinate the usage of ADPE by the federal government.
Federal Property Management Regulations (FPMR) Part 101-32.3
provides policy for reutilization of automatic data process-
ing equipment. Reutilization is defined as the subsequent
use of ADPE after such ADPE is no longer required for the
purpose for which it has been acquired.
The FPMR provides for the establishment of an ADPE avail-
ability list to be published approximately every two weeks
to inform federal agencies of available excess and
exchange/sale ADPE. Requests for additions, changes, and
deletions to the mailing list or requests for the availability
list shall be made to:
General Services Administration (GDP)
Washington, D.C. 20405
Within the Department of Defense, DOD Directive 4160.19
of 5 April 1973 "DOD ADPE Reutilization Program" states that
excess government -owned and leased ADPE will be one of the
primary sources to satisfy ADPE requirements in preference
to new procurement, and made available for utilization by
other federal agencies and donation through GSA.
Acquisition of excess government -owned ADPE is not a
procurement action and therefore is not subject to laws and
regulations governing new procurement.
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Acquisition o£ excess leased ADPE is in the nature of a
procurement and is subject to the laws and regulations
governing new procurement.
'Who owns the title?' will determine i£ the acquisition
is a procurement action.
Allocation of the reutilized ADPE will be based on mili-
tary urgency and greatest cost savings.
If reutilization is selected, the organization receives
the ADPE. All conversion costs, site preparation, mainte-
nance, and transportation costs are the responsibility of
the receiving organization.
Sharing is another option to be examined prior to new
procurement. SECNAVINST 10462. 16A of 5 December 1969
"Government-wide Automatic Data Processing Sharing Program"
established naval policies and procedures.
The sharing program is administrated by the Office of
Automated Data Management Services, Federal Supply Service,
GSA. A complex of ADP sharing exchanges provide maximum
assistance to federal agencies within conus and are operated
by regional interagency ADP coordinates in the GSA regions
.
See Appendix K for addresses.
Regional coordinates will furnish listings of ADPE avail
able for sharing. Those organizations requesting ADPE
shall screen the listing and directly negotiate for assis-
tance. Requests may be made by mail, telephone, or personal
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contact. GSA Form 2068 "Request for ADP Services" should be
used for mail requests. See Appendix I for example.
Exemptions are granted as follows:
1. To avoid compromise of national security or defense,
or to ensure economy and efficiency must be approved
through appropriate channels, via the Assistant
Secreatry of Defense (comptroller)
.
2. The following actions are exempted via SECNAVINST
10462. 16A:
a. Analog computers
b. ADPE usable only for the specific mission for
which it was designed or modified.
c. ADPE integral to a weapons or space system.
If the design is such that the computer cannot be
operated as free standing, it will be considered
as integral to the weapons system.
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GSA IMPLICATION - LEVEL 4
Approval Level 4 thresholds are below GSA thresholds for
sole-source and competitive ADP equipment. Approval Level 4
is also below threshold levels set for reutilization.
Procurements against GSA schedule contracts requiring no
prior GSA approval are set as follows:
1. Competitive solicitation contracts less than or
equal to $300,000. This is equivalent to a $7,500
monthly rental
;
2. Non-competitive solicitation contracts less than or
equal to $50,000. This is equivalent to a $1,500
monthly rental. (Note - this threshold holds for both
orders placed against a GSA scheduled contract and a
procurement made by normal solicitation schedules.
A lease is calculated to total system cost and the above
thresholds apply.
An Approval Purchase Request (APR) must be sent to
request a delegation of procurement authority if:
1. The total cost of the system exceeds the Maximum
Order Level (MOL) of the naval station purchasing the
ADPE.
If the solicitation is less than or equal to $55,000, and
the MOL is not below this ceiling, the contracting officer
may issue an order for lease or purchase.
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If the solicitation is greater than $35,000, the
contracting officer must place a nottice in the Commerce
Business Daily. (Note: The FPR of 1/15/81 has made usage
of the GSA centralized Bidder's Mailing List optional for
competitive ADPE procurements.
The threshold levels are exceeded by the limits set on
approval Level 4 for the ADP services contracts and computer
software and for automated information systems development
(see requirements on the GSA implications for Level 3 or
higher) .
Legislation to raise the current ceiling for simplified




GSA IMPLICATION - LEVELS 1-2-3
As stated in the introduction, the passage of PL 89-306
gave the GSA the power to produce all ADPE for the federal
government. GSA can delegate procurement authority, but GSA
does not remove itself from the procurement process.
If the procurement is to be made by normal solicitation,
(not against a GSA schedule contract) , GSA thresholds
requiring no prior GSA approval are as follows:
1. Competitive solicitation contracts less than or
equal to $500,000. This is equivalent to a $12,500
monthly rental.
2. Non-competitive solicitation contracts less than or
equal to $50,000. This is equivalent to a $1,500
monthly rental.
If the ADPE exceeds the thresholds imposed by GSA, a
delegation of procurement authority (DPA) must be requested
from GSA prior to beginning the procurement process. GSA is
not required to give a DPA to the requesting agency and GSA
may elect to do the procurement.
According to SECNAVINST 5230.6,
The requesting authority will prepare an agency procure-
ment request (APR) and, when required, the one-page
summary for GSA to furnish to the house government oper-
ations committee. The APR will be transmitted directly




The requesting authority is to notify COMNAVDAC of any
significant problems encountered in GSA processing of the
APR.
The APR is the agency's request to GSA for procurement
authority. It should contain the functional specifications
and must contain any unique specifications that will impact
on the procurement process. The APR is to be forwarded to:
General Services Administration (CPS)
Washington, D.C. 20405
Federal Procurement Regulation (FPR) 1-4.1105 specifies
the items to be included:
1. Name and telephone number of the individual within
the agency who shall act as point of contact with GSA,
2. Copies of the proposed solocitation document, if
available, or specifications of the ADPE configuration,
3. Estimated dollar value,
4. Estimated system or item life,
5. Location,




8. Statement to ensure alternative proposals were




9. Site modification needed (if any),
10. Compliance with any applicable federal directive,
a. Need to acquire (FPMR 101-552)
b. Need to acquire federal resource ADPE sharing
(FPMR 101-36.2 and 101-36.3.)
(Note: b. utilizes GSA Form 2068)
11. Justification, if applicable to support a contem-
plated sole- source procurement,
12. The ADP and telecommunications checklist must be
forwarded,
13. Statement of compliance with the Privacy Act of
1974,
14. Brief description of the primary agency program(s)
to be supported,
15. Computer security requirements, where applicable,
16. Software conversion study, when applicable,
17. Findings to support the use of compatibility limited
requirements, where applicable.
When the DPA is granted, the agency then has the author-
ity to proceed with the procurement process. Check the
terms of the DPA to insure all ambiguities are resolved
before proceedings.
For further information see:
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Appendix D: DPA Form
Appendix G: FPMR 1-4.11
Appendix H: ADP and telecommunications checklist
Appendix I: GSA Form 2068 (used to certify conditions





In the competitive procurements, the Letter of Intent is
sent to approved contractors on the GSA standard bidder's
mailing list.
This letter announces the start of a procurement process
It provides a macro-view of system, with enough information
to allow a contractor to decide whether the specifications
and design criteria are achievable.
Having received a Letter of Intent, the contractor
submits a written request for an RFP to be sent and the
solicitation phase begins. The FPR of 1/15/81 has made
usage of the GSA centralized Bidder's Mailing List optional




The Request for Proposal (RFP) is the solicitation docu-
ment that outlines responsibilities, specifications and
information relative to the procurement.
Once released, any changes must be issued in the form of
amendments to the original document. All contractors who
received an RFP must receive an amendment.
The general format of the RFP is as follows:
Part I THE SCHEDULE
A. Solicitation form
B. Supplies, services and prices
C. Description/specifications
D. Packaging and marking
E. Inspection and acceptance
F. Deliveries or performance
G. Contract administration data
H. Special provisions
Part II GENERAL PROVISIONS
I. General provisions
Part III LIST OF DOCUMENTS, EXHIBITS , AND OTHER
ATTACHMENTS
J. List of documents, exhibits and other
attachments
Part IV SOLICITATION INSTRUCTIONS




L. Instructions and conditions, notices to
offerors
M. Evaluation factors for awards
The best way to write a Request for Proposal (RFP) is
probably to borrow a copy from someone who has recently
procurred a system equivalent to your project. ADPSO
should also be contacted for guidance regarding the RFP.
The many parts of the RFP are governed by rules and regu-
lations which are met by the utilization of standard formats.
This is most evident in Sections A, I, K and L. GSA provides
standard printed clauses for any hardware acquisitions.
Additional help and guidance may be obtained from ADPSO.
See Appendix B for address and Appendix F for sample outline
of an RFP.
Appendix F contains:
1. Section A - cover sheet Form 1707 - Information To
Offerors or Ouoters
;
2. Section A - Form 33 - Solicitation, Offer and Award;





The specifications developed by the requesting organiza-
tions are the guidelines to be followed by the manufacturer.
The contractor x\/ill submit a proposal and cost estimate in
response to the specifications outlines in the RFP . These
specifications are the user's objectives and requirements
for the proposed system.
Specifications developed by the requester must be
specific, precise and leave no "open to interpretation"
questions concerning the proposed system. In the event a
question is raised concerning the intent or requesting a
more detailed explanation of the RFP, it is imperative that
all contractors who have received a copy of the RFP be
informed, in writing, of any questions and/or explanations
furnished.
The specifications must clearly distinguished between
mandatory and desirable requirements. A requirement is
mandatory if it is essential to meeting the government's
needs in fulfilling the specifications. If the contractor's
proposal does not or cannot meet the mandatory requirements,
then the offer is considered to be technically unacceptable
and is not considered during the succeeding phases of the
procurement process. In some instances, the contractor's
proposal could be "susceptible to being made acceptable", in




Requirements which are desirable are "nice-to-have",
enhancement features which are established in the specifica-
tions, but are not mandatory for a valid offer. When
describing a desirable feature, a dollar figure estimating
its worth must be established and documented. This assigned
dollar figure will be utilized during the proposal evalua-
tion phase as a (+) or (-) cost when determining the overall
cost of the system. A higher priced contract containing
several of the desirable features should have its cost
"reduced" while a lower priced offer that did not contain
those features should have its cost "increased". The dollar
value worth of desirable items must be clearly identified.
Specifications will be developed independently of a
specific vendor's products. Avoid using brand names, or
design specifications which in effect mandate a particular
brand. (This concept refers to specifying a unique manufac-
turer hardware/software mechanism that could unfairly influ-
ence the selection.) Specifications which use either of the
above conditions are moving into the "sole-source" selection
criteria and away from competitive selection.
ADPSO Notice 4235, of 15 June 1981, "Contracting for
ADPE" which contains as enclosure 1 - ADPE requisitions




1. Functional specifications - delineation of automatic
data processing system mandatory requirements in terms
of the objectives that the system is intended to accom-
plish and the data processing capability needed. All
objectives and processing requirements are precisely
expressed in functional and operational terms which
describe the total system workload.
2. Equipments specifications - description of minimum
system requirements in terms of mandatory configuration
design specific items of equipment and software, and
their operating characteristics.
3. System specifications - delineation of system
requirements in terms of functional and equipment char-
acteristics necessary in order to provide a measure of
the operating time required to process the workload
involved.
Of the three methods, the functional description is
preferred, but has a major disadvantage in trying to design
an evaluation method to determine if the specification has
been met. Equipment specifications are easier to evaluate,
but care must be exercised to ensure a competitive contract.
System specifications are best suited for developmental




A benchmark test is the preferred method for evaluating a
specification. Consisting of a program or series of
programs, the benchmark is used to provide timing, capacity
and technical information regarding the proposed system and
system response to the specification. A benchmark may be
artificial (written specifically for the demonstration) or
live (programs currently in use by the organization) . A
live benchmark test is preferred as a standard.
An operational capability demonstration may be utilized
in those instances where it is not feasible to perform a
benchmark. The demonstration must prove that all desired
functions can be implemented and will operate as an integral
whole
.
SECNAVINST 5263. lA of 30 April 1974, "Specification,
Selection, and Acquisition of Automatic Data Processing




The proposal selected will be the one offering a
completely acceptable technical proposal and the lowest cost
proposal for the system life within the available funds.
System life refers to the requesting activity's fore-
casted need, not actual life, and the time period is
measured from installation to termination of the ADPE
.
Cost proposal must consider all costs associated with the
installation and operation, including:
1. Purchase price or lease payments
2. Maintenance
3. Site preparation, (system life power and cooling)
4. Software, and software conversion
5. Manuals and technical publications
6. Training
7. Removal of ADPE
8. Residual value
The procurement office is responsible to consider all
legally acceptable plans and determine the lowest cost
discounting to present value.
There are many different evaluative factors which can be
utilized to determine the best proposal which meets the
specifications at the lowest overall cost to the govern-
ments. At the heart of the proposal is the concept that the
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evaluation technique utilized provided a fair and impartial
view of all proposals screened and that the most qualified
proposal was selected.
The evaluation technique should be described in the RFP
to ensure that no surprises surface later on in the evalua-
tion phase. It is suggested that close liaison with the
procurement office that is conducting the procurement be
maintained in the interest of developing and ensuring the
factors satisfy the needs of all concerned parties.
Two types of evaluations occur.
1. Technical evaluation - the technical validation of
offerors will be in accordance with an approved selec-
tion plan which describes in appropriate detail the
methods, procedures, and evaluation factors used to
select a contractor. Technical validation procedures
(e.g., benchmark) should be consistent with technical
risk and the cost of validation of the DON and industry
During this phase, system cost is considered implicity
rather than explicity.
2. The second evaluation utilizes the results of the
technical evaluation and considers the system cost




It is the second evaluation that is crucial to awarding
the contract, and should concern both the requesting and
procuring authorities. Depending upon the system, its tech-
nical complexity, purpose and size, the ratio of technical
evaluation to system cost will vary. The ratio and its
corresponding percentage weights will have an impact on the
final selection.
If a 50^ weight is attributed to the results of the tech'
nical evaluation and 50% is attributed to system cost, the
possibility that a technically less desirable system could
be selected is a very real possibility. For a highly
complex, technically-oriented system a different ratio would
be more realistic. In this instance a 75% weight for tech-
nical evaluation and a 25% weight for system cost may be
considered.
The final ratio should be determined by mutual agreement
between the requesting organization and the procurement
office
.
Point methods are used in scoring different aspects of
the technical proposal. (Only those proposals which have
been deemed as responsive are considered.)
For example: A maximum of 100 points may be awarded,
MAX 30 for hardware
MAX 40 for software
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MAX 20 for vendor support
MAX 10 for conversion costs.
Each large category may be further broken down, each having
a 100 point maximum.
Vendor Support:
MAX 10 for documentation
MA.X 3 5 for training
MAX 50 for maintenance
MAX 05 for installation
In effect, a tree structure is created to present a wide
coverage of factors for consideration during the evaluation
phase
.
These "points" may be awarded as unique points to each
proposal considered, or may be weighted by the introduction
of a ratio factor.
Cost evaluation is done by considering all possible costs
over the entire system life, discounting those costs to
their present value. This technique is commonly referred to
as "net present value" and takes into consideration the time
value worth of money (that $100 now is worth more than $100
a year from now with an interest rate of X%
.)
The evaluation phase is the most crucial phase of the
procurement process. The requesting command should give
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careful consideration to the selection and implementation of
evaluation techniques to ensure the most effective and cost




This is a broad topic which can cover an immense amount
of information. Three areas are presented within the
discussion:




2. Method of procurement
a. Formal advertising
b. Negotiated
3. Types of contracts
a. Firm fixed price (FFP)
b. Cost type - cost plus fixed fee
These three topics are discussed briefly.
HOW TO ACQUIRE
Funding considerations, from "which pot" the funds have
been appropriated, is the first major impact.
O^MN (Operational and Maintenance) funds are used when
leasing or renting ADPE . OPN (other procurement Navy)
monies are used when purchasing ADPE, and, once appropriated
the funds must be utilized in the manner described. (If you
wish to use appropriated O^MN funds to purchase ADPE, they
must be "re-appropriated" as OPN funds before you can
/ /

purchase the equipment. Prior approval of the comptroller
of Navy and/or higher authority is required for specific or
cumulative changes of $5 million or more. The Director,
OPNAV Fiscal Management may approve adjustments (cumulative)
of less than $5 million.
A cost benefit analysis of the proposed system will indi
cate which of the three alternatives is the most effective.
A fast rule of thumb, generally, is as follows:
If system life is less than four years, rent.
If system life is less than eight years and greater
than four years, lease.
If system life is greater than eight years, buy.
Note, the above is only a general approximation and may
easily differ according to lease/rental charges, applica-
tion, or discounts.
METHODS OF PROCUREMENT
Federal statue requires that the Department of Defense
shall use formal advertising procedures in purchasing all
its supplies and services estimated to exceed $10,000.
(There is currently legislation in process to raise this
ceiling to $25,000.)
In this method bids are solicited from interested
contractors. The sealed bids are then publicly opened and
recorded at a pre-specif led time and place. The contract is
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awarded to the lowest responsive and responsible bid.
(Responsive refers to the contract conforming to specifica-
tions, while responsible refers to the ability of the
contractor to perform the contract.) There are four condi-
tions to be met:
1. More than one source is available;
2. Sufficient time is available for preparation;
3. Contract type is firm fixed price or fixed price
with economic price adjustment provisions;
4. The award can be made to the lowest responsive,
responsible bidder.
The law provides seventeen exceptions to the case of
formal advertising. The negotiation method is used for
those cases involving one of these exceptions. The majority
of naval ADPE acquisitions fall under the exceptions of the
statue.
Negotiation is more flexible and less rigid than formal
advertising and can be utilized with a wider variety of
contract types. A more important consideration, is that
further discussions concerning the proposal and contractor
responses can be discussed. Information which should not be
released to offerors include:
1. Other competitors;
2. Prices offered by other competition.
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After the completion of the negotiations, the award is
made on the basis of the best buy for the government.
(Note: the best buy may not be the lowest offer.)
CONTRACT TYPES
SECNAVINST 5236. 2B states:
The contract type(s) should be selected to obtain the
optimum balance of the following:
1. Minimized total system life cost
2. Minimized DON risk, liability, and obligation under
contract
3. Maximized flexibility to meet changing DON require-
ments .
4. Maximized ability to take advantage of advances in
ADP technology.
Contract types can be of two general formats : firm
fixed price and a cost type of contract.
As the uncertainties of the contract performance
increase, the tendency is to move away from the firm fixed
price contract to a cost concept.
The Firm Fixed Price (FFP) contract is the preferred form
for government procurement whenever possible. Under the
terms of this contract, a specific price is agreed to be
paid upon delivery of items specified in the contract.
There is no price adjustment made for cost over or under
runs. Two conditions must exist for this contract:
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1. A reasonable definition of specifications must be
possible; and
2. It must be possible to determine a fair and
reasonable price.
The cost type of contract is chosen when the cost of the
contract cannot be adequately measured. A "best effort" is
agreed upon rather than specific payment and items.
The most common method is a "cost plus fixed fee". In
this contract, the fixed fee will be paid to the contractor
in addition to the costs incurred. This contract type
assures the contractor that a profit can be made.
The concept of utilizing FFP places the maximum financial
risk on the contractor and maximizes the incentives for cost
control. As the contract moves towards the cost type, the
contractor is compensated for the greater degree of uncer-
tainty in the contract performance.
The contracting officer serves as the business agent of
the government, but is not a technical expert. The selec-
tion of a contract type, while the responsibility of the
contracting officer, is based on the advice and recommenda-




The area of ADPE maintenance is not as structured as
other ADPE resource acquisitions. DOD Directive 4105.55
defines the following guidelines for maintenance services.
The feasibility and economics of obtaining ADPE mainte-
nance services from any of the various sources will be
considered. A maintenance exhibit which specifies the
economic data necessary to select from alternative mainte-
nance options will be included in each solicitation document
for ADP resources. Some of the factors which should be
considered in determining the source of maintenance support
are
:
a. Operational character of the system
b. Size and location of the computer installation(s)
c. Impact of split maintenance responsibility
d. Relative quality of contractual and in-house
maintenance support
e. Experience requirements and training for
maintenance personnel
f. Cost factors, including amortization of training
costs
.
The methods of maintaining government -owned ADPE will be
periodically reevaluated in a similar manner, preferably
annually, in order to reconsider the feasibility of obtain-
ing maintenance support from alternative sources.
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SECNAVINST 5236. 2A of 7 July 1980 specifically exempts
from any Navy approval authority (as cited in SECNAVINST
5230.6) :
Contract services for ADPE maintenance or ADP training
services. Contracting for ADPE maintenance or ADP
training services should be performed at the lowest
practical levels, subject only to necessary management
control, and in the case of ADP maintenance, GSA
regulations
.
**GSA thresholds for maintenance contracts are as
follows
:
1. Contracts less than or equal to $10,000 (either
competitive or non-competitive - the contracting officer
may issue a lease/delivery order against the item.
2. Contracts less than or equal to $50,000 annually ^
(non-competitive) - Navy may issue non-competitive
solicitation.
Contracts less than or equal to $100,000 annually
(competitive) - Navy may issue competitive solicitation.
For contracts above these thresholds, the Navy must
request a DPA from GSA prior to beginning the procurement
process. (See section entitled GSA implications Page 59





Software acquisition, like maintenance, lacks the clearly
defined structure of hardware procurement. SECNAVINST
5230.6 sets the approval threshold policies for initial
acquisition of software, and does not differentiate between
hardware and software.
**The major impact on software procurement is GSA
involvement
.
The requesting organization must first ensure that the
software is not available through the Federal Software
Exchange Catalog (FSEC) . If the software is not available,
then GSA Form 2068 must contain a certification statement
(see example, Appendix I) prior to beginning procurement
activity.
For 1-4.1109 mandates that when acquiring commercially
available software, the following considerations for
procurement requests should prevail:
1. Avoidance of restrictive clauses;
2. Incorporation of a clause which will permit other
government agencies to obtain the software under the
contract being negotiated;
3. Insurance that the vendor is contractually obligated





FPR 1-1104.2 deals specifically with software. Procure-
ment may be done without requesting a DPA from GSA under the
following considerations:
1. Procurement is to be made by placing a purchase/
delivery order against an applicable GSA requirements
type contract';
2. The procurement is to be made by placing a
purchase/deliver order under the terms and conditions of
an applicable GSA schedule contract;
3. The procurement is to be made by normal solicitation,
and
the total value, excluding maintenance is
a. Less than or equal to $100,000 for competitive,
b. Less than or equal to $50,000 for non-
competitive ;
4. The software is provided with, and not separately
priced from, the ADPE.**
Small purchase threshold of $10,000 is still in effect,
but current legislation is being considered to raise this
ceiling to $25,000.
**The Navy is required to submit abs-tracts of software





**The FPR is the major impact on conversion cost and
their applicability to ADPE procurement. Subsection
1-4.1109-13 deals with software conversion studies requiring
that studies are performed to ensure user's needs are met at
the lowest overall cost, price, and other factors consid-
ered, including the cost and other factors associated with
conversion activities. A study is not required for initial
acquisition where no software currently exists; procurement
for computer peripherals only; or exercise of purchase
options under a leasing agreement.
Studies must be based on government estimated. A compre-
hensive software conversion study must be made for each
augmentation or replacement ADPE acquisition when either one
of the two following conditions exists:
1. Estimated purchase price of the ADP equipment system
is expected to exceed $2,500,000, excluding the mainte-
nance and support costs;
2. The cost of conversion is to be used as the primary
justification for a non-competitive (sole-source)
requirement when the estimated value of the procurement
exceeds $300,000.
This study may be made by the agency or the GSA Federal
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To proTldr for Ibr rrv,.Miiie and rffle{«flt pDrrha«r. \r»ar. uialoleoaocc, npar*-
tloo, «od oUliKailoa or autooMilc data proevaalnc cqolpmcot bj r«d«ral
tlrpartaenta and accBdaa.
Be it enaeUd by the Senate and /Jvuie of Repretentative* of ths
United State* of America in t'ongret* duembUd, That title I of the
Federal Property and Adminuirative Services Act of 1949 (63 StaU
177), as ameikded, is hereby amended by adding a new section to resd
as follows:
'^ACTOMATIC DATA PBOCEHMNO BQinPMrNT
"Sec. 111. (a) The Administrator is aulhorizAd and diractsd to
coordinate and provide for the economic and efficient purchase, leaas.
iind maintenance of automatic data processing equipment by Federal
ii^nciea.
"(b) (1) Automatic data prooessinK eauipment suitable for efficient
and elective use by Federa.1 a«;rncini .snail be provided by the Adminis-
trator through purcha.se, In&ae, transfer or ec^uipment from other
Federal agencies, or otherwise, and the .Administrator is authorized
and directed to provide by contract or otherwi>« for the maintenance
and repair of buch equipment. In carryii\? out his responsibilities
under this section the .\dministrator is authorized to traxisfer auto-
matic data prorniising equipnieiiL between KederaJ agencies, to provide
for joint utiiizstion of such equipment by two or more Federal
agencies, and lo establish and operate equipment pools and data
processing centers for the u^^e of two or more such agencies when
necessary fur it^ most efficient and effective utilization.
"(21 The Afiniioistrator may delegate to one or more Federal
agencies authority to operate automatic data processing equipment
pools and automatic data pnM-e^ing centerSi, and to lesdv, p>urchases
or maintain individual autoiiiatic data procetsting systems or specific
units of equipment, including such equipment used m automatic data
processing (wm^Is and automatic data processing centers, when such
action is determinnd by the Administrator to oe necessary for the
economy ana ej£ciency ot operations, or when such action is essential
to national defuiise or national security. The .\djDLnistrator may
delegate to one or more Fedoral &(rencies authority to leaue, purchase,
or maintain automatic data processing equipment to the extent to
which iie determines such action to be necessary and desirable to allow
for the ordM-ly implementation of a program for the utilization of
such equipment.
•*(c) There is hereby authorized lo be established on the books
of the Treasury an automatic data processing fund, which shall be
available withiniC Bacxi ytuu- limitation for expenses, including per-
sonal services, other costs, and the procurement by lea^ae, purchase,
transfer, or otherwise of 'x^uipnient, maintenance, and repair of such
equipment by contract or otherwise, neceusary for the efSciunt coordi-
nation, oporaiinn, utilization ot such equipment by and for Federal
agencies: Prvcuied, That a re(>ort of equipment laventory, uti.iza-
iion, and acquisition:*, together with an account of receipts, disiburse-






























..on shall lie m.de aimually in connf<:t.on with the budge*
«tim»t*ii to
^L,rec.or of the Hur.au of U.e Budget and to U>e
t^jngress, and
the inclusion .n approprmt.on acts of provisions
regulating the operfc-
!,ou of .he .uto.ni^.c dat^ processing fund, or
l..n.t.ng t!ie expendi-
tures therefrom, 13 her^liy tut honied. j /.,„j ..,-k
"(d) There are authonzed to be appropriated to said fund
such
sums as may be required which' together with the vulue,
a« determined
by the Adminibtritor. of suppl.«. and e.,u,pmenl from
U^/*/'^*
i^sferred to the Administrator, shall constitute the cap.ul of U«S Hrovul.d. That ^.d fund shall be crt«i.t^ with D 'dv^c-
,v„d reimbursements fmm avaiUhle approonalions and ^""dsof wy
.Uncy (inciuding the Gejieral Services Xdm.nislrat.on),
orgmn.i*-
li^n, or contractor ui.l.xmg such e<ju.pmenl and *'^'«»
.;;^^«y?J
hem, at rates deterrtuneU by the Aoministrator
to ..pproiimtU tli*
ci^U thereof met by the fund (including <i«P'^""°" ° .^^
provision for accrued le^ve, and for amortuauon of
;"**lj«
'=«J
but excluding, in the determination of rat«B
prior to the hac*l ye*r
St such di?;ct operating expens^ui ""^L"^ f'T'd''^7I'^'^
for which expenses may be charged to the und
*nd covered by
.dv.nc*l or rrmbur^mints from such direct W'^P'-'J^ <>"•) "^^
2/refunds or recoveries resulting from operations of the fund.
niludi ig he net pro«eds of aispo«al of exc«s or
-rplu. ~r^n^
n«>t>erTv and receipts from corners and od.erb for
lobS of or d»ma«
To pTolVy /^r^JL J further. That following the clone
of^^
veTr^y L incom*. ''t-^
-''''"«^^'-«"^;°JeCiuHu^
',f a..v. shall be transferred to the
Treaaury of the Un ted SUtea aa
•"-^) Tr;,!^rJo^ollowing paragranh <4) in action iOl(a) of t^
Vet and tie J^vis.ons of m. t.lm.602(a) of this
Act .hall have no s^




'-t o any other Act which is inconsistent
with the provisiona
Uus section shall fee applicable in the
aamin.stration o this ^cUoru
•
"/n The Secretary- of Commerce is authorized (1) to
pn>»id*
aceicU nnd^i A2n.n..trator of General Services m the
"erci*
ofThe authority deleca.ed in this section, with scientific
and techno-
W«l adv°«? serv'^Te. relating to automatic data Pro««-ng ^"d
effi svst<.niZ and i.-:) to make appropr.af ^«;"'V?'Vl*^\°"'^
tt Pr^iden. rela.ine - Oie -a'>lishment^;fo,^ ^^^^J^^T.
::^^r^^\'^'^nL.'':^':^^r^^ the scienc^ and
:::hno"oei« of automatic daU proofing ^--^^^.^'''^
'^
•"^r.rr:/ ." =y^.r:ffr;eS"*:;rre -^>^^^^
S«ret*r7 of (>>mmeroe by this section shall ^'^.^''^'f^.'^Jiff "^
to control in any way, uie uw mmuo .__„__ tk« Admm stni*




October 30. 1965 - 3 - ?ub. Law 69-306
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(or blixll provi\lu .n^^^ua:e nolle*; to all d^jcnciei aiij oiher usci's ooii- Notio* *•
loriio-l with rc^ix-. I ioe;uli jjro;)c..s.u .Icicnmiir.noii spcfitii-ully j.ll«;i.t- ag»r.ol»«.
!:.;• iham or the .»uLoi:i.iU»; d-;- prociiiiin;,' cou; pn.cat or ojir.pononts
uacw. Jv thcjii. In ihv; absent*; of tnutudl a^jrw.'iicni Ijctwccn th«
Atiiitiiusirator :ind tiio agency or user lonctmcd, such pronobcd Jct«r-
ni.i.-tio.'jd bii^il i<c .i-Lij\x-i to review und decision by the Kureau of the
Jiuu^i-t uiilrss liie I'ri'Miient f/ihcrwis*; directs.''




I. AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING SELECTION OFFICE - ADPSO
Department Of The Navy
Navy Automatic Data Process Selection Office
Washington, D.C. 20376
Autovon
II. NAVAL DATA AUTOMATION COMMAND - NAVDAC
Commander
Naval Data Automation Command
Washington Navy Yard
Washington, D.C. 20376
III. AUTOMATED DATA AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE
Automated Data and Telecommunications Service
General Services Administration
Washington, D.C. 20405
IV. GSA SUPPLY CATALOG, FILL OUT GSA FORM 457. MAIL TO:




V. INFORMATION REGARDING CURRENT INSTRUCTIONS/DIRECTIVES


















If GSA grants a DPA to the Navy, one of the following
offices will conduct the procurement:
APDSO - will procure or further delegate the procurement
of all ADPE approved at Levels 1 or 2 or bv Commander,
NAVDAC
.
Naval Regional Contracting Office




San Diego, CA 92152




Naval Regional Procurement Department
Pearl Harbor, HI 20374
Naval Regional Contracting Office
U. S. Naval Base
Philadelphia, PA 19112















General Automated Data and
Services Telecommunicalioris
Administration Service Washington. DC 20405
NAML




Based on thr justification appearing in your lcttcr(s) of
,
we arc ;; ranting you a Delegation
of Procurcmc-nt Authority (DPA) in rcsptrt to the (competitive)
(sole rr, ^ke and model)(solc source) acquisition of
for use at
T !• i s DPA is subject to those 1 i :;-. i I a t i i> n s s i' t forth in Enclosure 1
as arc v n 1 i d a C e d by initials. F i i 1 u r c to i p c> r a i c within the
established limitations renders this I) 1' A v > > i d a b 1 o . In particular,
your a t ! c- a t 1 o n is invited to p a i i r, : a p h 10 of the referenced
limitations which pertains to statutory socio-economic
p r o c u T I ". (_ n t p r o i; r a Hi s .
The acquisition action authorised by this DPA must be consummated
w 1 t li i n luontlis of the date of this letter.
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Any future reference to this DPA for ADP services should
cite c a s c^- nuraberCDS-- .
a
Questions about this procurement or requests for assistance





GEROGE W. DODSOH, JR.
Assistant Commissioner for











!^. o n e t a r y : $
JUSTIFICATION:
CDSDD
I . S . BAYOL
MONETARY CONTROL
GDP




G. W. DODSON, JR
NOTE : IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED THAT GSA DOES NOT HAVE ADEQUATE
RESOURCES TO MARL THIS PROCUREMENT.
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LIMITATIONS FOR DELEGATION OF ADPE PROCUREMENT AUTHORITY
AGENCY: CASE NUMBER CDS-
You shall follow the policies contained in Federal
Proper ex "Management Regulation (FPMR) 101-35.201 through
101-35. Jig. This FPMR pertains to the Management, Acquisition,
and Utilization of ADPE.
2. You shall follow the provisions of Federal Procurement
Regulation (FPR) 1-4.11. This FPR pertains to Procurement
and Contracting for Gov e r nmen t
-
wid e Automated Data Processing
Equipment, Software, Maintenance Services, and Supplies.
If initialed, the modifications to FPR 1-4.11 set forth below
apply.
a. In addition to the GSA Centralized Bidders Mailing
List (BML) obtained in accordance with the provisions of
FPR 1-4 .1107-3(b) , and/or FPR 1 -4 . 1 1 7 - 3 ( d ) , as applicable,
you shall synopslze your requirement in the Commerce Business
Daily in accordance with FPR 1 - 4 . 1 1 7 - 6 ( b ) ( 5 ) .
b . Because of the urgency of your requirements, you are
relieved of the requirements set forth in FPR 1 -4 . 1 1 07 - 3 ( b
)
and /or FPR l-4.1107-3(d), as applicable. Instead, you shall
make Informal (telephonic or telegraphic) solicitation relative
to this proposed procurement to the original equipment manufacturer
to all known active bidders, and to those companies set forth
on the attached informal BML. Maintenenace Hardware
3. You shall follow the provisions of such other procurement
regulations as may apply.
4. You shall follow the provisions of such Federal Property
Management Regulations (FPMR) as may apply. Of particular
importance are the FPMR's set forth below.
±- Fi'MR 101-35.17. This pertains to Privacy and Data
Security for /. CP and Telecommunications Systems. Particular
attention should be paid to the- requirements for contractor
com pi iance ;
I:. FPMR 101-36.2. This FPMK pcrtJins t.o the Automati
Data Processing Resources Utilization Program;
c. FFMH 101-36.3. Th i.s 1-PMK p t- r ( a i n s to the Kc u t i 1 i ?• .i t i o n
ol Automatic Data Processing Equipment jiid Supplies Program;
^- FPMR 101-36.4. This FPMR pertains to ADP Management




c. FPMR 101-36.13. This FPMR implements Federal Informati
Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUBS) and Federal
Telecont^unicat ion Standards (FED-STDS) into solicitation
documents. The FPMR provides solicitation terminology that
must be cited for each FIPS or FED-STD that is applicable to
your requirements.
FPMR 101-36.13 (FIPS/FED-STD) was approved by the Administrator
on July 18, 1978, and published in the Federal Register, Vol. 43
No. 150 dated August 3, 1978 (copy enclosed).
f FPMR 101-37.2. This FPMR pertains to raajor changes
Co and/or new installations of telecommunications services.
5. You shall follow the policies contained in GSA Bulletin
FPMR E-63, if applicable. This Bulletin pertains to the
Maintenance of Go v e r nme n t -o wn ed ADPE
.
6. This DPA is limited by the provisions of Office of
Management and Budget (0MB) Circular Number A-108, and
Transmittal Memorandum Number 1 thereto. Accordingly:
a. This DPA is not valid until 60 days following the submission
of the required new-systems report to the Congress, the Privacy
Protection Study Commission, if applicable, and the 0MB:
b . This DPA shall be suspended, in the event that an objection
..
,.,,„„_ j„ received as a result of the OMB-directed
above. In addition, your
Lo the new system is -
action identified in subparagraph ala r a o n . o i aa c c
suspending action shall be reported to the General Services
Administration, (Attention: CDSD), Washington, D.C. 20405,
a s soon as it occurs; and.
c. Upon resolution of any objection received as a result of the




7. This Is an Interim DPA.
m onths installed system 1
may be used only if you accept
or termrnation of the interim e
services being acquired, as wel
complete the competitive acquis
competitive replacement schedul
the acquisition cycle, includin
acceptance, conversion, and par
represents a coramitment of your
resources to ensure the timely
action, and to all other condit
DPA and its limitations. If at
Interim DPA, presently unforese
arise which would impact (delay
the GSA (Attention: CDSD), Wash
notified immed lately in writing
mutually agreed to modification
established.
It is valid for a period of
ife. Further, it is valid and
this schedule for the release
quipment, software and/or
1 as the schedule necessary to
ition of a replacement. The
e encompasses all phases of
g delivery, installation,
allel operations. This also
agency to allocate the necessary
completion of such procurement
ions set forth in this Interim
any time during the life of this
en events or circumstances
) the r epr ocur emen t action,
ington, D.C. 20405, shall be
, so that an appropriate,
to this Interim DPA can be
8. In accordance with FPMR 101-35.2 conversion costs
relating to your present data systems and applications programs
which have been converted to "standardized high level languages"
may be considered in the evaluation phase of the follow -on
competitive procurement. In addition, conversion costs relating
to all new data systems and/or new applications programs which
you may develop, may be considered, if, from the date of this
DPA forward, such development is implemented by your using
Federal Standard high level languages. Conversion costs which
result from the development of programs in non-standard languages
for use on the interim system shall not be considered in the
evaluation phase of your r e p r o cu remen t . Conversion costs
relating purely to the physical aspects of any equipment acquired
ns a result of this Interim DPA shall not be considered.
Addition nlly, evaluation of any proposal received from a vendor
of the equipment line of the installed system which proposes
equipment which is program compatible, but Is of different
architecture than the installed equipment, shall consider costs
of program and/or system conversion, modification, or changes
which are required, in order to take advantage of operational
benefits resulting from such differences.
9. Your agency shall prepare and submit progress reports
relative to the follow-on procurement. These reports shall
be submitted to the General Services Administration (Attention:
CDSD), Washington, D.C. 20405. The first such report shall be
due on or before and shall cover the period
through and continue thereafter on a quarterly




10. In the event that the requirement is set aside for
Tf^urement under Small Business Administration policies
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OVERALL ADPE ACQUISITION SEQUENCE
1. Identification and determination of the data automation
requirement
.
2. Preparation of ADPE system specifications.
3. Economic analysis.
4. Sharing/reutilization check.
5. Approval of the requirement.
6. Introduction of action into the quarterly solicitation
document forecast.
7. Identification of involved SSA (and hence, the process-
ing route)
.
8. Issuance of pre-solicitation inquiry (including depart-
ment of commerce business daily)
.
9. Appointment of SSAC/SSEB or SSEG.
10. Acquisition of NBS waivers.
11. Development of selection plan.
12. Development of solicitation document.
13. Preparation of benchmark test.
14. Proofing of benchmark test.
15. Issuance of synopsis in Department of Commerce business
daily.
16. Approval of selection plan/solicitation document.
17. Obtaining delegation of GSA procurement authority.
18. Sharing/reutilization check.




21. Terminate vendor inquiries.
22. Issuance of final amendment /supplement to solicitation
document
.
23. Live test demonstration review.
24. Receipt of proposals.
25. Issuance of benchmark schedule.
26. Oral presentations by vendors.
27. Validation of "vendor requirements".
28. Conduct of benchmark tests.
29. Validation of benchmark findings.
30. Evaluation of "other systems requirements."
31. Contract negotiations.
32. Preparation of final SSEB report.
33. Recommendation by SSAC
.





39. Disposition of project file (retain for 3 years
following installation)
.
40. Installation readiness review.
41. Installation.
42. Post- installation review and evaluation.
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43. Annual review of:
a. Leased ADPE,
b. The possibility o£ replacing ADPE with like
equipment from third party sources,
c. The method of maintaining government -owned
ADPE.
Checklist from SECNAVINST 5236. lA, "Specification, selection,
and acquisition of automatic data processing equipment (ADPE)"




SOLICITATION DOCUMENT N66032- 80 -R-0005
SECTION A - COVER SHEET
Information to offerors or quoters
Solicitation, offer and award
SECTION B - SUPPLIES, SERVICES, AND PRICES
1. Scope of contract
2. Contract line item description list
3. Minimum order notice
SECTION C - DESCRIPTION/SPECIFICATION
1. Mandatory government requirements
2. Federal standards
2.1 Code for information interchange
2.2 Perforated tape code for information interchange
2.3 Recorded magnetic tape for information
interchange
2.4 Rectangular holes in 12-row punched cards
2.5 Hollerith punched card code
2.6 Subsets of the standard code for information
interchange
2.7 Bit sequencing of the code for information
interchange in serial-by-bit data transmission
2.8 Character structure and character parity sense
for serial -by-bit data communication in the
code for information interchange
2.9 Character structure and character parity sense
for parallel-by-bit data communication in the
code for information interchange
2.10 Federal stand COBOL (note: requests for
equations on validation to:
Federal Compiler Testing Center
General Services Administration
5203 Leesburg Pike, Suite 1100
Falls Church, VA 22041
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2.11 Synchronous signaling rates between data
terminal and data communication equipment
2.12 Flowchart symbols and their usage in
information processing
2.13 Recorded magnetic tape for information
interchange
2.14 One-inch perforated paper tape for information
interchange
2.15 Tape-up reels for one-inch perforated tape for
information interchange
2.16 Software summary for describing computer
programs and automated data systems
2.17 Optical character recognition character sets
2.18 Character set for handprinting
2.19 Code extensions techniques in for 8 bits
2.20 Graphic representation of the control
characters for ASCII
2.21 Synchronous high speed data signalling rates
data terminal equipment and data communication
equipment
2.22 Data encryption standard
2.23 Recorded magnetic tape for information




2.24 Magnetic tape cassettes for information
interchange
2.25 Recorded magnetic tape cartridge for
information interchange
2.26 Transmittal form for describing computer
magnetic tape properties
2.27 Computer output microfilm (COM) formats and
reduction ratios, 16MM § 105MM
2.28 I/O channel interface
2.29 Channel level power control interface
2.30 Operational specifications for magnetic tape
subsystems
2.31 Operational specifications for rotating mass
storage subsystems
2.32 Data standards
33 Time and frequency reference information in
telecommunications systems
2.34 Synchronous bit-oriented data link control
procedures
2.35 Coding and modulation requirements for
non-diversity 2400 bits per second modems
2.36 Coding and modulation requirements for 4800




5. Federal specification for magnetic








5. Available data processing environmental facilities






7.3 On-line system storage
7.4 On-line user storage facility
7.5 Government -owned or leased peripheral
equipment




7 . 7.. 3 Graphical display units
7.7.4 Remote line printers
8. Software requirements
8.1 IBM 360/67 software
8.2 Requirements for contractor supplied software




9. Education and training
9.1 General requirements
9.2 Professional staff and faculty training
9.3 Professional staff, advanced training
9.4 Operations staff training
9.5 Review and approval
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10. Manuals and documentation
10.1 Initial requirements
10.2 Manuals and documentation updates
11. Contractor support personnel
12. Maintenance of automatic data processing equipment
12.1 Maintenance service
12.2 On-call maintenance service coverage
12.3 Per-call maintenance service coverage




12.7 Maintenance of government owned ADPE
13. Software maintenance
14. Computer test time
Table C.l Present Software
OS/MVT release 21. 8E with HASP II
Table C.2 Present Software
CP-67/CMS Version 3.2





SECTION D - PACKAGING AND MATERIALS
1. Packaging and materials
SECTION E - INSPECTION AND ACCEPTANCE
1. Inspection and acceptance
2. Inspection and acceptance location





3.3 Failure to meet standard of performance
3.4 System downtime
3.5 Operational use time minimum
3.6 Record maintenance
3.7 Equipment changes
3.8 Government delay of start of performance period
4. Acceptance of software
5. Acceptance of manuals and documentation
6. Acceptance of training
7. Acceptance of contractor support




8.3 Files and input data
8.4 Processing time not obtained
SECTION F - DELIVERIES OR PERFORMAiNCE
1. Place of delivery and installation dates
2. Transportation
2.1 Contractor expense
2.2 Shipment or empty packaging crates
2.3 Equipment shipped for mechanical replacement
2.4 Rigging and draying costs
2.5 Packing, unpacking, and placement of equipment
3. Delivery notification
SECTION - G CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION DATA
1. Invoice and payment provisions
1.1 Invoide submission




2.2 Rental and maintenance charges
2.3 Credits
2.4 Equipment purchase charges
3. Contracting officers authority
SECTION H - SPECIAL PROVISIONS
1. Delivery options
1.1 Delay of installation date
1.2 Advancing the installation date
1.3 Option to use equipment installed prior to
installation date
2. Option to extend the term of contract
3. Maintenance options for automatic data processing
equipment
3.1 Option to extend maintenance coverage outside
of the principal period of maintenance
3.2 On-call and per-call maintenance service
option
3.3 Maintenance cancellation option for government
owned equipment
4. Rental options for automatic data processing
equipment
4.1 Option to discontinue equipment rental
4.2 Option to postpone original discontinuance
date
4.3 Purchase option
5. Option to cancel purchase of automatic data
processing equipment
6. Warranty exclusion and limitation of damages
7. Hardware or software monitors
7.1 Attachment of hardware or software monitors
7.2 Identifying and locating device connections
7.3 Government installed hardware or software
monitors




8.1 Contractor supplied software support
8.2 Contractor changes or modifications
8.3 Additional software





9.2 Site alterations or modifications
9.3 Delay in installation date
9.4 Communication media
9.5 Site inspection
9.6 Maintenance of site requirements
10. Liquidated damages
10.1 Total system not ready for use
10.2 Component or softivare item not ready for use
10.3 Substitute equipment
10.4 Government use of installed machines
10.5 Accrued liquidated damages payment
11. Contractor responsibilities concerning government
alterations, attachments, substitutions and
additions of equipment
12. Contractor commitments, warranties, and
representations
13. Replacement parts availability
14. Additional specific provisions for purchase of
automatic data processing equipment
14.1 Warranty
14.2 Title
15. Additional specific provisions for rental of ADPE
15.1 Rental charges
15.2 Term of use
15.3 Faulty equipment replacement
15.4 On-site modifications




15.7 Pelocation o£ equipment
15.8 Supplies
15.9 Retention and destruction of storage devices
15.10 Equipment substitutions and additions
16. Additional special provisions for maintenance of
automatic data processing equipment
16.1 On-call maintenance service response time
16.2 Per-call maintenance service response time




16.7 Credit for system downtime
16.8 Maintenance credit for equipment malfunctions
(system not down)
16.9 Malfunction reports
16.10 Responsibilities of the government
16 . 11 Reserved
16.12 Relocation of government owned equipment
16.13 Maintenance of alterations, attachments,
substitutions or additions
16.14 Ninety-day warranty
17. Contract performance completion and equipment
removal notification
17.1 Equipment removal
17.2 Contractor support services
17.3 Government liability
18. Availability of funds
19. Special provision applicable to integration and
support personnel
20. Ordering
21. Delivery order limitations
22. Requirements
23. Substitutions
SECTION I - GENERAL PROVISIONS
1. Armed Services Procurement Regulation (ASPR) clauses
incorporated by reference (fixed price contracts)
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2. Access to contractor facilities and records -
privacy safeguards inspection
3. Disputes
4. Certification of requests for adjustment or relief
exceeding $100,000
SECTION J - LIST OF DOCUMENTS, EXHIBITS, AND OTHER
ATTACHMENTS
1. Attachments
1.1 Attachment 1 - Glossary of terms 5 abbreviations
2 - Operational capability
demonstration/benchmark test
3 - DOD contract security
classification specification
DD Form 254
4 - Configuration schematic diagram
instructions
5 - Format and instructions for
proposal preparation
6 - Equipment power and weight
table format
7 - Site staffing
8 - Site environment and equipment
installation plan
2. Exhibits
2.1 Exhibit A - Configuration cost tables
B - Software
C - Maintenance service rates
D - Training
E - Manuals ^ documentation
DD Form 1423
F - Test time
G - Contractor support personnel
H - Installation and deinstallation
prices
I - Miscellaneous items
J - Discounts
K - Desirable features
L - Special pricing terms and conditions
M - Contract life cost summary tables




SECTION K - REPRESENTATION, CERTIFICATIONS, AND OTHER
STATEMENTS OF OFFEROR
1. Contact for contract administration and authorized
negotiator
2. Preference for labor surplus area concern
3. Place of principal manufacture
4. Government production and research property
5. Requirement for technical data certification
6. Reserved
7. Equal employment compliance
8. Disclosure statement - cost accounting practices
and certification
9. Cost accounting standards - exemption for contracts
of $500,000 or less
10. Cost accounting standards - eligibility for modified
contract coverage
11. Additional cost accounting standards applicable to
existing contracts





15. COBOL compiler certification
16. FORTRAN compiler certification
17. Affiliated bidders
18. Woman owned business
19. Percent foreign content
20. Previous contracts and compliance reports
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21. Clean air and water certification
22. Certification - wage and price standards
23. Small disadvantaged business concern
24. Incentive subcontracting program for small business
and small disadvantaged business concerns
SECTION L - INSTRUCTIONS, CONDITIONS, AND NOTICES TO
OFFERORS
1. Type of contract
2. Order of precedence
3. Alternate proposals
4. Availability of equipment and software
5. Operational capability demonstration/benchmark test
6. Prime contractor responsibilities
7. Unnecessarily elaborate contractor's proposals/
quotations
8. Substitutions
9. Authority of government personnel
10. Public release of information
11. Site visit
12. Availability of specifications, standards and
descriptions
13. Small business size standards
14. Pre-award on-site equal opportunity compliance
review
15. Restrictions on disclosure and use of data in
proposals and quotations




18. Rated or authorized controlled material orders
19. Completion of DD Form 1423
20. Format and instructions for proposal preparation
21. System and contract life
22. Award of contract
23. Discounts
24. Contractor representation
25. Late proposals, modifications of proposals and
withdrawals of proposals
26. Minimum acceptance period
SECTION M - EVALUATION FACTORS FOR AWARD
1. Source selection
2. Fixed price options
3. General descriptions of evaluation process
4. Contractor proposed ADPE , software and services
prices
5. Discounts
6. In-house government costs
7. Desirable features
8. Residual value
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(38) Subsection 1-4.1109-21 rei^arding
the use of simuJation is added, replacing
i 1-4.1107-5.
(39) Subsections 1-4.1109-22 and -23
regarding use of benchmarks and remote
terminal emulation are added, replacing
S 1-4.1107-5 and FPR Temp. Reg. 49
provisions.
(40) Subsection 1-4.1109-24 is added
to include conversion costs under
evaluation factors, replacing 5 1—4.1107-
13.
(41) Subsection 1-4.1109-25 reearding
implementation of standards is added.
replacing § 1-4.1108-5 as amended by
FPR Amendment 210.
(42) Section 1-1.1110 regarding
standard clauses is added, replacing
3 1-4.1108: and 5 1-4.1110-1 replaces
5 1-4.1108-2.
(43) Subsection 1-4.1110-2 regarding
contractor representation is added to
include a modified clause, replacing S 1-
4.1108-3.
(44) Subsection 1—4.1110-3 regarding
Hxed price options is added, replacing
S 1-4.1108-4 as changed by FPR
Amendment 210. Note particularly the
optional special contractual provision
regarding discontinuance of rental of
items during, not at the end. of a
contract period.
(45) Section 1-4.1111 regarding
additional clauses is added.
(48) Section 1-4.1112 regarding
guidance is added, replacing § 1-4.1107-
19.
(c) The changes in this regulation
were developed concurrently with
substantive changes to existing
provisions' in FPMR Subpart 101-35.2
—
Management, Acquisition, and
Utilization of Automatic Data
Processing (ADP) Resources. This
Subpart 1-4.11 is intended to be used in
concert with Subpart 101-35.2.
particularly, of Subchapter F of the
FPMR.
(d) This regulation cancels FPR
Temporary Regulation 48 (43 FR 40015.
Sept. ai 1978): FPR Temp. Reg. 46. Supp.
2 (44 FR 52208. Sept. 7. 1979): FPR Temp.
Reg. 46. Supp. 3 (45 FR 62908. Sept. 23.
1980); and FPR Temp. Reg. 47 (43 FR
41044. Sept. 14. 1978) which are deleted
from the appendix a( the end of 41 CFR
Chapter 1. This regulation supersedes
the provisions of FPR Temp. Reg. 49 (44
FR 22725, Apr. 17, 1979): FPR Temp. Reg.
49. Supp. 1 (45 FR 13734. Mar. 3. 1980).
FPMR Temp. Reg. F-492 (44 FR B2515.
Oct. 31. 1979) and FPMR Temp. Reg. F-
496 (45 FR 81202. Dec. 10. 1980). to the
extent that they are in conflict with the
regulation.
1. The table of contents for Part 1-4 is
changed by revising the title and
contents of Subpart 1-4.11. aa follows:
Sut>p«rt 1-4.11—Procur«tn«nt and
Contracting aov«mm«nt-Wld« (or
Automatic Data Proc««slng Equipmant,
Softwara, Malntanance S«rvtc««, and
Supplias
Sec
1—t.llOO Scope of subpart.
1-t.nOO-l Relationship to the Federal
Property Management Regulations
(FPMR).











1-4.1102-6 Remote terminal emulation
terms.
1-4.1102-7 Competitive requirement.









1-4.1102-14 Agency procurement request.
1-4.1102-15 Mandatory requirements.







1-4.1103-4 Major system acquisilions.
1-4.1103-3 Small business and labor surplus
area concerns.
1-4.1104 Procurement authority.





1-4.1104-S Automatic data processing fund.
1-4.1105 Request for procurement achon.
1-4.1106 CSA action on procurement
requests.
1—4.1106-1 Agency responsibilities when
GSA procures ADP items for that agency.
1-4.1106-2 GSA responsibilities when CSA
procures ADP items for another ai;ency.
1-4.1107 federal agency responsibility
when procurement aulhonty is delegated
by GSA.




1-4.1109-2 Competitive basis and
documentation.
1-4 1109-3 Publicizimt procurement action*.
l-4.110<»-4 |Rcserved|
1—4.1109-5 Small purchases.
1-4.1109-6 Use of CSA schedule contracts.
1—4.1109-7 Use of requirements contracts.
1-4.1 109-8 Industry review of ADP
specifications.
Sec
1-4.1109-9 Handling of late bids, proposdis.
modirications. and withdrawals
1—4.1109-10 Use of functional specificjiions.
1-4.1109-11 Use of other types of
specifications or purchase descriptions.
1-4.1109-12 CompalibiUty limited
requirements.
1-4.1109-13 Softw.ire conversion studies.
1—4.1109-14 Delermitidtion of converbion
costs.
1—4.1109-15 Determination of selection
factors.
1—4.1109-18 Softwjre procurements.
1-4.1109-17 Procurement of related supphes.
1-4.1109-18 Furnishing ADP items and
services to contractors.




1—4.1109-21 Restrictions on the use of
simulation in ADP systems procurTu rt.
1-4.1109-22 Use of benchmarks in low
dollar ADP systems procurecient.
1-4.1109-23 Use of remote terminal
emulation in .ADP systems procurement.
1-4.1109-24 Evaluation factors.
1-4.1109-25 Implementation of standards.
1—4.1110 Standard clauses.
1-4.1110-1 Limitation of liability.
1—4.1110-2 Contractor representation.
1-4.1110-3 Fixed pnce options.
1-4.1111 Additional ciau.ses.
1-4.1112 .Assistance by GSA
.Authority: Section 205(c), 63 Stat. 390. +0
U.S.C. 486(c).
2. The title and text of Subpart i-i n






} 1-4.1100 Scop* ol subpart.
This subpart sets forth policies and
procedures which are to be employed in
the procurement of ail automatic data
processing equipment (ADPE).
commercially available software,
maintenance services, and related
supplies by Federal agencies (see jIso
§ 1-4.1109-1) and by Government
contractors as directed by agencies.
5 1-4.1100-1 Helanonship to the Federal
Property Management Regulations (FPMR).
fa) Subchapter F of this title (41 CFR
Chapter 101, hereafter referred to as the
FPMR) provides policies, procedures,
and guidelines pertaining to the
management of Govemmentwide
automatic data processing (ADP)
functions (see particularly FPMR
Subpart 101-35.2). The FPMR involvps
such matters as ( 1 ) the sectmty of .ADP
systems, (2| utilization of ADP
resources. (3) reutiiization of equipmont
and supplies. (4) as.sistance to Federal
agencies. (5) Feder;il data processing
centers, (6) the ADP collocation and
119
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consolidation program. (7) ADP record*
managemeni. and (8) implementation of
Federal informHiion processing
standards publications (FIPS PUBS) and
Federal telecommunicatioiu standards
(FED-STD).
(b) The provisions of FPMR Part 101-
37 are applicable to telecommunications
when associaipd with ADP.
(c) When telecommunications are
involved, recardless of the authority to
procure ADPE as indicated in § 1-
4.1104-1. agencies are required to submit
the documentation prescribed in FPMR
Part 101-37.
(d) FPMR Subpart 101-17 concerns the
information that must be submitted to
CSA relative to space requirements for
ADPE.
§ 1-4. 1 100-3 RelaUonshlp to OtlMf
procurwiMftt autftoiity.
(a) Under Section 111 of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services
Act of 1949. 79 Slat. 1127, as amended
(40 U.S.C. 759), the Administrator of
General Services has authority to
coordinate and provide for the purchase,
lease, and maintenance of ADP
equipment by Federal agencies as well
as other matters relating to the
management, acquisition, and utilization
of ADP. The exercise of this
procurement authority shall be
accomplished as specified in this
subpart.
(b) Section 111(2) of the Property Act
(40 U.S.C. 759, Pub. L, 89-306) provides
that the Administrator's authority is
subject to fiscal and policy control of the
Office of Management and Budget
(OMB). When an agency submits
matters to the OMB for resolution (see
FPMR § 101-36.001] and the matters
relate to the procurement and
contracting for ADP, copies shall be
furnished to GSA as provided in FPMR
§ 101-36.001.
S 1-4.1100-3 Oeviatlont.
To maintain uniformity to the greatest
extent feasible, deviations (as the term
is described in § 1-1.009-1) from this
subpart shall be kept to a minimum and
controlled as follows:
(a) The head of each agency
exercising delegated procurement
authority under this subpart shall
prescribe a formal agency procedure for
the control of requests for deviations
from this subpart. A copy of this
procedure shall be provided to the
General Services Administration (CPE).
Washington. DC 20405.
(b) Individual deviations may be
authorized only by the Administrator of
General Services or the officers
designated by the Administrator for this
purpose. Class deviations may be
authorized only by the Administrator. In
each instance, the request shall disclose
the nature of the deviation and the
reasons therefor. Requests for
deviations shall be forwarded to the
General Services Administration (CPS).
Washington. DC 20405.
(c) Except as otherwise authorized,
when any deviation in a contract form
provision is authorized, physical change
may not be made in the printed form but
shall be made by appropriate provision
in the schedule, speafications. or
continuation sheet, as provided in
agency procedures.
9 1-4.1101 AppUcabiUty.
(a) FederaJ agencies. The policies and
procedures set forth in this subpart
apply to the procurement of .ADPE.
commercially available software,
maintenance services, and related
supplies by Federal agencies regardless
of use or application including
Government-acquired ADPE. software,
or related supplies provided to
contractors.
(b) Government contractors. (1)
Except as set forth in paragraph (b)(2) of
this section, agencies shall require their
contractors to apply the policies and
procedures set forth in this subpart to
the procurement of ADPE. commercially
available software, maintenance
services, and related supplies when the
very subject matter of the contract(s) is
for the performance of commercial ADP
services for a Federal agency (see FPMR
1 101-35.202-8 and § l-t.1109-18) and
(i) The Government requires the
contractor to purchase the ADPE or
software for the account of the
Government: or
(ii) The Government requires the
contractor to pass title to the ADPE or
software to the Government; or
(iii) The Government pays the full
lease costs of the ADPE or software
under a cost-reimbursement contract.
(2) When the very subiect matter of a
contract is fur something other than the
procurement of ADP items or services."
and commercially available ADPE is
incorporated into the non-ADP system
or commercial ADP services are used in
contract performance, the acquisition
and manacement of the non-ADP system
shall be in accordance with other
applicable regulations rather than this
subpart (but see § 1-4,1109-18),
91-4.1102 Oafimtlons.
The terms used in this subpart shall
have the meanings set forth in this
section.
§ 1 -4. 1 102- 1 Autofnatic data processing
equipment
"Automatic data processing
equipment" (.^DPE) means 'general
purpose, commercially available, mass*
produced automatic data processing
devices; i.e.. components and the
equipment systems configurated from
them together with commercially
available software packages that are
provided and are not priced separately,
and all documentation and manuals
relating thereto, regardless of use. size,
capacity, or price, that are designed to
be applied to the solution or processing
of a vanety of problems or applications
and are not specially designed, as
opposed to configured, for any specific
application.
(a) Included are*. '
(1) Digital, analog, or hybrid
computers:
(2) Auxiliary or accessorial
equipment, such as plotters, tape
cleaners, tape testers, data conversion
equipment, source data automation
recording equipment (optical character
recognition devices, paper tape
typewnters. magnetic tape, card, or
cartridge typewriters, word processing
equipment, computer input/output
microfilm and other data acquisition
devices), or computer performance
evaluation equipment; etc designed for
use with digital, analog, or hybrid
computer equipment, either cable
connected, wire connected, or stand
alone, and whether selected or acquired
with a computer or separately;
(3) Punched card accounting machines
(PCAM) that can be used in conjunction
with or independently of digital, analog,
or hybnd computers; and
(4) Data transmission or
communications equipment, including
front-end processors, terminals, sensors,
and other similar devices, designed
primarily for use with a configuration of
ADPE.
[b) Excluded are:
(1) ADPE systems and components
specially designed (as opposed to
configured) and produced to perform a
specific set or series of computational,
data manipulation, or control functions
' \\ ht-n the nuiiMft iriHiier of a reauiremeni lor m
frcvtTMt.l.. ;x>rm)n IhtTPoH is the supplvinq of ADP
*o»-vjrp« or ADP r(»lHl«»<j services to a Federal
HBi-ni y. «ei- SuhpHrl 1-4.12 iRcsened ul publicdiion
daicl
'The HCguisiilon of |oinl Commilte* on Pnnting
(|CP) cunlrolled equipment in I^SC Croup 70
dediculed to pnnling processes and utilizing
computer tcchnoloRV. including electi^nic pnnting
syfiiems. intPffrHled pnnlinii systems, and photo-
composition equipment, continues to be subject to
the pruvikiont of tifle 44. L' S. Cudc. and the |CP -
Cuvemmeni Prinlini) and Binding Regulations hi
well HS to this regulMlion.
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to permit the processing of only one
problem: and
(2) Commercially available AOPE that
is modified to meet Government
specifications at the time of production
to the extent that:
(i) It no longer has a commercial
market: or
(ii) It cannot be used to process a
variety of problems or applications: or
(iii) It can be used only as an integral
part of a non-ADP system.
§1-4.1 102-2 Software terms.
|a) "Software" means computer
programs, procedures, rules, or routines
specifically designed to make use of and
extend the capabilities of AOPE and
includes operating systems, assemblers,
compilers, interpreters, data base
management systems, utility programs,
sort-merge programs, maintenance-
diagnostic programs, and applications
programs. The term encompasses
operating systems software,
independent subroutines, related groups
of routines, sets or systems of programs,
software documentation, firmware (see




software" means software that is
available through lease or purchase in
the commercial market from a concern
representing itself to have ownership
and/or marketing rights in the software.
Software that is furnished as part of the
AOP system but that is separately
priced, is included.-
(c) "Application software" means a
series of instructions or statements in a
form acceptable to a computer, designed
to cause the computer to execute an
operation or operations necessary to
process requirements such as payroll,
inventory corltrol. or automatic test and
engineenng analysis. Application
software may be either machine-
dependent or machine-independent, and
may be general-purpose in nature or be
designed to satisfy the requirements of a
specialized process or a particular user.
(d) "Computer data base" means a
stored collection of data in a form
capable of beins processed and
operated on or by a computer i.e., the
elements of stored data used by a




information including computer listings
and printouts that (1) documents the
design or details of computer software,
(2) explains the capabilities of the
software. (3) provides data for testing
the software, or (4) provides operating
instructions.
(f) "Software conversion" means the
transformation, without functional
change, of computer programs or data
' elements to permit their use on a
replacement or changed ADP equipment
or teleprocessing service system.
(g) "Software redesign" means any
change to software that involves a
change in the functional specifications
for that software.
(h) "Reprogramming" means any
change to software that deviates from
the design specifications for that
software but preserves the functional
requirements of the user.
(i) "Recoding" means a manual
change to software on a line-for-line
basis that preserves both the functional
requirements and software design
specifications.
(j) "Automated translation" means
changes to software including machine-
processed recoding that preserve both
the functional requirements and
software design specifications to the
extent that no changes are apparent to
the user.
{ 1-4.1102-3 Finnwar*.
"Firmware" means any ADP
hardware-onented programming at the
basic logic level of the computer that is
used for machine control, error recovery,
mathematical functions, applicationa
programs, engineering analysis
programs, and the like. Included are
firmware that is furnished with ADPE.
commercially available proprietary
firmware that is acquired separately
from ADPE. and ail vendor
documentation and manuals relating
thereto.
{1-4.1 102-4 Matntenanc* sarvteaa.
"Maintenance serivces" means those
examination, testing, repair, or part
replacement functions performed to; (a)
Reduce the probability of ADPE
malfunction (commonly referred to as
"preventive maintenance"), (b) restore
to Its proper operating status a
component of ADPE that is not
functioning properly (commonly referred
to as "remedial maintenance") or (c)
modify the ADPE in a minor way
(commonly referred to as "field
engineering change" or "field
modification").
J 1 -4. 1 102-5 Related auppflaa.
"Related supplies" means consumable
items designed specifically for use with
ADPE. such as computer tape, ribbons,
punchcards, and tabulating paper.
{1-4.1102-4 Ramota tarminal emulation
tarma.
(a) "System under test" (SUTl means
an ADP system or component thereof
whose performance is being validated
dunng the procurement procesa.
(b) "Internal emulation" means a
technique used for teleprocessing
performance validation in which the
teleprocessing workload is introduced
from software running internal to the
SUT. either in the central processing
unit, the communications front end, or,
when the architecture supports it. some
other processor configured as part of the
SUT.
(c) "Remote terminal emulation"
means a technique for teleprocessing
performance validation in which the
driver and monitor components are
implemented external to and
independent of the SUT.
(d) "Dnver" means a remote terminal
emulation component, external to the
SUT, which introduces specified
workload demands to the ADP system
being tested.
(e) "Monitor" means a remote
terminal emulation component, external
to the SUT. which records data
descriptive of the remote terminal
emulator/SUT interaction.
(f) "Remote terminal emulator" (RTE)
means a specific hardware and software
implementation of a teleprocessing
workload driver (a monitor may or may
not be an integral part of an RTE).
{1-4.1102-7 Compatittva raqulramant.
A "competitive requirement" means
that the Government's requirement is set
forth in the form of functional
specifications, equipment performance
specifications, a combination thereof,
software and equipment plug-to-plug
compatible functionally equivalent
descriptions, or brand name or equal
descnptions. that allows maximum
practicable competition and is devoid of
urmecessary bias toward either a
specific product or a specific offeror.
{ 1-4.1102-a Noncompatltiva (sola
source) raquiramant
A "noncompetitive (sole source)
requirement" means that the
Government's requirement is set forth in
the form of necessary specifications that
are so restrictive that there is only one
knowm supplier capable of satisfying the
Government's requirement or the
procurement is based on specific make
and model specifications/purchase
descriptions, notwithstanding the
existence of adequate price competition






means a negotiated procurement action
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when proposals are solicited from the
maximum number of quaiified sources,
including small busmess concerns.
consistent with the nature of and
requirements for the supplies or services
to be procured, to the end that the
procurement will be made to the best
advantage of the Government, pnce and
other factors considered. This requires a
procurement strategy, suitable to the
circumstances, m which the statement of
thtf user's requirement is set forth in the
least restrictive terms possible without
compromising economy or efficiency. It
is designed to elicit from responsible
firms capable of satisfying the needs, a
number of favorable offers
commensurate with the value of the
procurement. It is calculated to satisfy
the user's needs at the lowest overall
cost to the Government, pnce and other
factors considered (see 5 1-4.1102-10).
The quantifiable cost of conducting the
procurement and other administrative
costs directly related to the procurement
process are included.
1 1-4.1102-10 Lowest overall cost
"Lowest overall cost " means the least
expenditure of funds over the system/
item life, price and other factors
considered. Lowest overall costs shall
include purchase price, lease or rental
cost, or services cost of the contract
actions involved, other factors, and
other identiOable and quantifiable costs
that are directly related to the
acquisition and use of the system/item:
e.g., personnel, maintenance and
operation, site preparation, energy
consumption, installation, conversion,
system start-up. contractor support, and
the present value discount factor (see
also FPMR 1 101-35,210).
1 1-4. 1 102-1 1 System/item life.
"System/item life ' means a forecast
or projection of the period of time that
begins with the installation of the
system/item and ends when4he
Government's need for that system/item
has terminated. System/item life is
established by the initial acquiring
agency on the basis of Its requirement
and predicted reuse (see § 101-35.208).
System/item life is not necessarily
synonymous with technological life
(utility before becoming obsolete),
physical life (utility before physically
wearing out), or application life (utility
in a given function).
1 1-4. 1 102- 12 Functional specifleaHona.
"Functional specifications ' means the
delineation of the program objectives
based on mission needs in a form that
the AOP system is intended to
accomplish and the data processing
requirements underlying that
accomplishment. The latter includes a
description of the data output and its
intended uses, the data input, the data
files and record content, the volumes of
data, the processing frequencies, timing,
and such other facts as may be
necessary to provide for a full





specifications" means a statement of
minimum user output requirements such
as the amount of data that needs to be
stored or processed within a given time,
the number of lines of print that must be
done over a given time, and the
operation reliability, supplemented to
the extent necessary with those
hardware factors, devoid of as much
vendor orientation as possible, such as
cycle time, computing speed, tape read
or write speed, printer speed, size of
memory, expansibility (modularity), etc..
and the related software which are a
measure of the operating capability of
equipment and which, when applied to
the functional specifications, provide a
quantitative measure of the operating
time and capacity required to process




".Agency procurement request" (APR)
means a request by a Federal agency for
GSA to procure ADPE, commercially
available software, or maintenance
services or for GSA to delegate the
authority to procure these items.
S1-4.1102-1S Mandatory requtrements.
"Mandatory requirements" means
those contractual conditions and
technical specifications that are
established by the Government as being
essential to meet the Government's
needs. When set forth in a solicitation.
the mandatory requirements must be
met for the bid (offer) to be considered
responsive (acceptable).
§ 1-4.1102-16 Evaluated optional faatursa.
"Evaluated optional features" means
those technical requirements that are
established by the Government but that
does not have to be bid (offered) to be
responsive (acceptable) to the specific
solicitation. When set forth in a
solicitation, all evaluated optional
features must reflect the relative value
of each feature to the Government. Each
evaluated optional feature may be
offered at the discretion of the offeror.
§ 1 -4. 1 102- 1 7 Selection plan.
"Selection plan" means criteria and
systematic procedures established to
enable the Government to measure the
proposal of an offeror/bidder against
the requirements of the Government as
set forth m the solicitation document.
These criteria shall be based on the
Government s requirements and shall
not be equipment- or venuor-oriented,
except where a brand name or equal
specification or specific niaive or model
description is needed to express the
requirement adequately.
§ 1-4. 1 1 02- 1 3 Federal agency.
"Federal agency" means (a) any
executive agency (executive department
or independent establishment in the
executive branch including any wholly
owned Government corporation) or (b)
any establishment in the legislative or
judicial branch of the Government
(except the Senate, the House of
Representatives, and the .Architect of
the Capitol and any activities under the
Architect's direction) (see 40 U.S.C. 472).
§ 1-4.1103 General policies.
§ 1 -4. 1 1 03- 1 Competltloa
Full and open competition is a basic
procurement objective of the
Government. The maximum practicable
competition among offerors who are
capable of meeting the user's needs will
ensure that the Government s ADP
needs are satisfied at the lowest overall
cost, price and other factors considered,
over the system/item life. This extends
to actions necessary tt) foster
competitive conditions for subsequent
procurements. To meet fully the lowest
overall cost abjective. It is essential that
proper management and planning
actions be accomplished before the
acquisition becomes imminent (see
FPMR § 101-35.206).
§1-4.1103-2 Requirements analysis.
The acquisition of an initial ADP
capability or the augmentation or
replacement of an existing capability
.
shall be preceded by a comprehensive
requirements analysis that is
commensurate with the scope and
complexity of the program obiectives
and mission needs. The operational and
economic feasibility of all alternative
solutions, including use of non-ADP
resources, sharing, use of commercial
ADP services, and reutilizalion of
excess Government-owned or leased
equipment, shall be considered (see
FPMR 5 101-35.207).
§ 1-4.1103-3 Urgent requirements.
The existence of a public exigency;
i.e.. the Government wiil suffer serious
injury, financial or otherwise, if the
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equipment or tervicet are not available
by a ipecinc date, shall not relieve the
agency from the responsibility for
obtainmg maximum practicable
competition (see i 1-3.202 (or. if
applicable DAR 3-202)].
S 1-4.1 103-4 Ma|or system tcqulsHlons.
Major ADP systems to be acquired in
accordance with the provisions of OMB
Circular A-109 and agency
implementing directives are subject to
this subpart (see i 1-4.1108).
{1-4.1103-5 SmaU buslneu and lalMT
•urplua area concerns.
ADPE, software, maintenance
services, and related supplies may be
set aside for award to small business or
labor surplus area concerns in
accordance with the provisions of
Subparts 1-1.7 and 1-1.3 and
implementing agency policies and
procedures (or, if applicable, DAR Parts
1-7 and 1-8).
S 1-4.1 104 Procurement authority.
(a) To allow for the orderly
implementation of a program for the
economic and efficient procurement of
ADPE. commercially available software,
maintenance services, and related
supplies, agencies are authonzed to
procure these items in accordance with
the provisions of this i 1-4.1104
provided that requirements are not
fragmented in order to circumvent the
established blanket delegation
thresholds, or when a specific
delegation or procurement authority has
been provided in accordance with the
provisions of Jj 1-4.1105 and 1-4.1108.
However, the applicable provisions of
FPMR Subchapter F shall be complied
with before initiating a procurement
action.
(b) The exercise of procurement
authority shall be accomplished as
specified in i 1-4.1109.
(c) Two copies of the solicitation
document (RFP or IFB. as applicable)
and any subsequent amendment thereto
that changes the specifications,
evaluation cntena, or installation date
shall be forwarded to the General
Services Administration (CPS).
Washington, DC 20405. as soon as
available, but shall not arrive later than
8 workdays before the proposed date of
issuance to industry. GSA will notify the
agency of the date of receipt of the
solicitation document as soon as it is
received. However, if timely issuance of
the solicitation is critical to agency
mission accomplishment, copies of the
solicitation document may be forwarded
to GSA concurrently with issuance to
industry, provided that the RFP is based
on the GSA Solicitation Document for
ADP Equipment Systems.* whether in
the GSA or Defense Acquisition
Regulation (DAR) format or the
specifications have been received by
industry in accordance with { 1-4.1109-
8. Amendments to all solicitations that
are clearly administrative in nature or
are for clarification purposes need not
be forwarded to GSA until the dates the
amendments are sent to industry.
(d) One copy of the contract and
subsequent modifications thereto shall
be forwarded to GSA.>vhen they are
issued.
{1-4.1104-1 Autofnetic data processing
•qulpment
Except. as indicated in { 1-4.1104-5
regarding potential use of the ADP Fund.
FPMR Subpart 101-36.2 with respect to
shanng. and FPMR Subpart 101-38.3
with respect to the use of excess ADPE,
agencies may procure ADPE without
prior approval of GSA. unless
procurement authority has been
specifically withdrawn, when either
paragraph (a), (b), or (c) of this { 1-
4.1104-1 applies.
(a) The procurement is to be made by
placing a purchase/delivery order
against an applicable GSA
requirements-type contract
(b) The procurement is to be made by
placing a purchase/delivery order
against a GSA schedule contract
provided that the following three
conditions are met:
(T) The order is within the maximum
order limitation (MOL] of the applicable
contract:
(2) The total purchase price of the
item(s) covered by the order does not
exceed S300.0(X): * and
(3) The requirements set forth in § 1-
4.1109-6 on the use of GSA schedule
contracts are met.
(c) The procurement is to be made by
normal solicitation procedures and
value ' of the procurement does not
exceed:
(1) $500,000 purchase price or '812.500
basic monthly rental charges ' for
competitive procurements: or
(2) S50.000 purchase price or 'SI,500
basic monthly rental charges ' for either
sole source or specific make and model
procurements.
'The GSA Solicitaiion Document for .\DP
Equipmeni Syilemt is available from General
Service! AdmmiUrslion ICPEP), Waaliinglon. DC
30405.
* Even though the Hernial an to be rented or
leaaed. the purchase pnce shall tx used to
determine if the dollar value of the order falla
within the S300.000 threshold.
'Values include evaluated optional features.
'The procurement method used determines whicti
threshold applies.
'The basts monthly rental charges including
attendant maintenance cosls.
{1-4.1104-2 Software.
Except for software available through
the Federal Software Exchange Center
(FSEC) covered by FPMR Subpart 101-
36,16, agencies may procure
commercially available software
without prior approval of GSA when
either paragraph (a), (b). (c). or (d) of
this § 1-4.1104-2 applies.
(a) The procurement is to be made by
placing a purchase/delivery order
against an applicable GSA
requirements-type contract.
(b) The procurement is to be made by
placing a purchase/delivery order under
the terms and conditions of an
applicable GSA schedule contract (see
{ l-t,1109-6).
(c) The procurement is to be made by
normal solicitation procedures and total
value of the procurement, excluding
maintenance, for the specific software
package(s) does not exceed:
(1) SlOO.OOO for competitive
procurement; or
(2) $50,000 for sole source
procurements.
(d) The software is provided with and
is not separately priced from the ADPE.
$1-4.1104-3 Maintenance services.
Agencies may procure maintenance
services without prior approval of GSA
when either paragraph (a) or (b) of this
5 1^.1104-3 applies.
(a) The procurement is to be made by
placing a purchase/delivery order under
the terms and conditions of an
applicable GSA schedule contract (see
5 1-4.1109-6).
(b) The procurement is to be made by
normal solicitation procedures and the
value of the maintenance charges do not
exceed 5200,000 annually for a
competitive procurement of $50,000
annually for a sole source procurement
§ 1-4.1104-4 Related supplies.
Agencies may procure related
supplies without prior approval of GSA
when specific purchase programs
established by GSA have been
considered and determined to be •
inapplicable (see } 1-4.1109-17),
§ 1-4.1104-5 Automatic data processing
fund.
When a lease/purchase evaluation
indicates that it would be to the best
interest of the Government to purchase
rather than lease ADPE or commercially
available software and funds are not
readily available within the agency; e.g.,
when there is insufficient time to secure
the necessary funds under normal
budgetary procedures or to reprogram
for the required funds, the matter shall
be forwarded to GSA in the manner
prescribed in FPMR } 101-35.211. When
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approved by CSA. the ADP fund may be
used by aj^uncies lo obtain maintenance
services for AUP leased from GSA
through ihe ADP fund.
{ 1-4. 1105 Request for procurement
action.
If an agency determines that the
conditions of the contemplated
procurement are not covered by the
provisions of § 1-4.1104, or if the
conditions of the contemplated
procurement change during the
procurement process in such manner as
to remove it from those provisions, four
copies of the agency procurement
request (AHR| and other applicable
documents shall be forwarded to the
General Services Administration (CPS).
Washington, DC 20405. The APR shall
contain the name and telephone number
of an individual within the agency who
shall act as the point of contact with
GSA. The APR shall include, as
applicable:
(a) A copy of the proposed solicitation
document, if available. If the solicitation
document is not available, the functional
specifications or the ADPE configuration
that is to be acquired shall be included.
Unless a functional specification is
provided, the description should reflect
the estimatea number of central
processing units, storage devices and
controllers, terminals, other peripheral
devices, and communications devices.
(b) A statement providing the
estimated budgeted value of the
procurement in the agency's request to
OMB. whether these funds were
implicitly or explicitly described, and
the fiscal year of the budget request.
(c) Estimated system or item life (see
i 1-4.1102-11) and estimated system life
cost.
(d) Location (city and state) of the
data processing facilities involved.
(e) Fiscal quarter during which the
solicitation is expected to be released to
industry for procurement action.
(f) Unique software, maintenance, and
support requirements, if any.
(g) A statement or other evidence that
indicates that a performance evaluation
has been made lor the currently
installed ADP systemis). when
applicable, to ensure that the proposed
procurement represents the lowest
overall cost alternative for meeting the
agency's data processing need (see
FPMRSubpart 101-36.14).
(h) Evidence that site construction/
modification is or is not required (see
FPMR § 101-17.101-5). One of the
following statements shall be used for
this purpose:
(1) The acquisition of this equipment
will not require site construction on
modification by GSA: or
[Z] The acquisition of this equipment
will require site (construction)
(modification) by GSA which must be
completed by (date) and notification and
information, as applicable, (has been)
(will be) submitted to GSA on (date).
(i) A statement that the need to
acquire ADPE or ADP systems has been
documented as required by FPMR § 101-
35.207.
(j) A statement that, as FPMR
Sutjparts 101-36.2 and 101-36.3 require.
available ADP resources have been
screened and no ADP resources are
available to satisfy the user's
requirements.
(k) A justification, if applicable, to
support a contemplated noncompetitive
(sole source) procurement (including use
of specific make and model purchase
description). Specifically, this
justification must address:
(1) The intended use or application of
the equipment;
(2) The critical installation schedule(s)
or unique features and/or mandatory
requirements, dictated by the intended
use. that limit the acquisition to a single
source of supply or a specific make and
model. (The overriding necessity of
these competition-limiting requirements
shall be clearly identified.):
(3) The fact that no other known or
probable source of supply exists for the
required equipment, if a noncompetitive
(sole source) procurement is
contemplated. [The justification also
shall elaborate on the steps taken which
led to this conclusion.):
(4) The existence of patent, copyright,
or other limitations: and
(5) The practical factors which
preclude the development of
specifications and /or the requirement
for competition (see § 1-4.1102-7).
(I) Documentation, when
telecommunications are involved (see
§ l^.llOO-l(cl).
[m| One of the following statements
regarding compliance with the Pnvacy
Act of 1974:
(1) Equipment or services identified by
this request will not be used to operate a
system of records or individuals to
accomplish an agency function.
(2) Equipment or services identified by
this request will be used to operate a
system of records on individuals lo
accomplish an agency function. All
applicable provisions of the Privacy Act
have been complied with, including
submitting a report of new systems to
Congress and OMB on (date).
(n) A brief description of the primary
agency program(s) that the equipment or
services will support.
(o) Computer security requirements,
where applicable, as certified by the
responsible agency official (see FPMR
Subpart 101-35.3).
(p) Software conversion study where
applicable (see § 1-4.1109-13).
(q) Findings to support the use of
compatibility limited requirements
where applicable (see § 1-4.1109-12).
§ 1-4.1 106 GSA action on procurement
request*.
(a) After review of an APR and the
documentation submitted under { 1-
4.1105 and subject to the right of-the
agency to determine its individual
software, maintenance, and ADPE
requirements, including the development
of specifications for and the selection of
the types and configurations of
equipment needed, the Commissioner,
Automated Data and
Telecommunications Service, will:
(1) Delegate to the agency the
authority to conduct the procurement or
(2) Delegate to the agency the
authority to conduct the procurement
and provide for participation in the
procurement with the agency to the
extent considered necessary under the
circumstances: or
(3) Provide for the procurement by
GSA or otherwise obtain the
requirement on behalf of the agency.
(b) Action will be taken by GSA
within 20 workdays after receipt of full
information from an agency involving a
request for procurement (APR) or
supplemental APR data as provided in
§ 1-4.1105. Upon expiration of this 20-
workday penod plus 5 calendar days for
mail lag. the agency concerned may
proceed with the procurement as if a
delegation of authonty had, in fact, been
granted. This 20-workday period is
subject to written modification by GSA
in the event that, after review, it is found
that the APR does not contain the full
information required. To establish a
common understanding of the 20-
workday period, GSA will provide
written verification within this period to
the agency concerned that identifies the
date of receipt of an APR or
supplemental APR data.
(c) In the event that unusual
circumstances surrounding the
procurement dictate that a longer period
of time is required for GSA to complete
Its appraisal. GSA will provide written
verification within the 20-workday
period. Under these circumstances the
automatic delegation rule as set forth in
paragraph (b) of this section shall not
apply.
§ 1-4.1 106-1 Agency responslbilitiee wtven
GSA procures AOP Items for that agency.
When GSA procures ADP items for
another agency, the procurement is a
joint endeavor of both the requiring
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agency and CSA. To preclude an
overiap of functions, the responiibilities
of each participant in the procurement
are clearly delineated with the requiring
agency's functions listed in this 1 1-
4.1106-1. (The functions of GSA are
listed in 5 1-4.1 106-2.).The requiring
agency shall:
(a) Submit to CSA the documentation
required by I 1-4.1105. The
documentation shall include the
agency's requirements, the system/item
life, the technical specification, if
applicable, and the justification to
support negotiated procurement
(b) Prepare the techmcal portion of
the solicitation document and define
any unique requirements;
(c) Provide necessary technical
personnel (and contracting personnel if
the agency desires) as members of the
contract negotiating team:
(d) Prepare the selection plan and
submit it to the CSA contracting officer
before issuing the solicitation document:
(e) Evaluate proposals from a
technical point of view and arrange for
offerors' oral presentations, when
appropnate;
(fl Provide copies of correspondence
to the GSA contracting officer when the
agency is authorized to communicate
directly with oiTerors under the
provisions of § 1-4.1106-2:
(g) Detenrine the technical capability
of the items offered to meet the requiring
agency's requirements, technical
specifications, and systems or items life.
This responsibility shall include Lhe
identification of those proposals that are
technically acceptable and those
proposals that are not technically
acceptable/responsive. The results shall
be transmitted to the GSA contracting
officer to enable the contracting officer
to take appropnate action with the
offerors;
(h) Select the lowest overall cost
item(s) and transmit this information
with the necessary supporting
documentation to the GSA contracting
officer. If a conclusive judgment cannot
be made on trie basis of lowest overall
cost, a findinss and determination to
this effect shall be prepared before any
other factor is used as a basis for
selection;
(i) Provide the following
administrative information to the CSA
contracting officer with the data
required in paragraph (h) of this section:
(1) Finance data (e.g.. paying office
and fund citation):
(2) Contract distribution list and
addresses: and
(3) Identity of assigned contracting
officer within the requiring agency;
(i) Assist the GSA contracting officer
in debriefing offerors when debriefings
are requested by offerors;
(k) Place the delivery order, if
applicable:
(I) Accomplish any other task not
included above which will further the
joint procurement objective or expedite
completion of the procurement action at
the agency's discretion and with GSA
concurrence: and
(m) Administer the contract in
accordance with the terms and
conditions thereof,
S 1-4.1 106-2 QSA rMpenslbUttiM wnen
GSA procures AOP itatne for aitother
agency.
When conducting the procurement of
ADP items for another agency in
con)unctlon with the requiring agency's
responsibilities in i l-4.110fr-l. above,
GSA shall:
(a) Appoint the CSA contracting
officer
(b) Form the negotiating team which
will be headed by the GSA contracting
officer
(c) Prepare and issue the solicitation
document and ail amendments thereto
after concurrence of the requiring
agency (the technical material shall be
supplied in final form by the requiring
agency f;
(d) Prepare the prooirement plan
(which will be coordinated with the
requiring agency), the findings and
determination, and any contractual
matenal needed for the selection plan:
(e) Act as the point of contact
between offerors and the Government.
In this respect, the GSA contracting
officer will provide the requiring agency
designated point of contact with a copy
of all correspondence between the
offerors and the Government.
Correspondence going to offerors will be
coordinated with the requiring agency.
When appropnate. the GSA contracting
officer may authorize direct
communication between the offerors
and the requiring agency on purely
technical matters. In these instances, the
requiring agency shall provide a copy of
the correspondence to the CSA
contracting officer
(f) Receive proposals from the
offerors;
(g) Provide copies of all proposals
received from the offerors to the
requiring agency;
(h) Review all offers from a
contractual point of view:
(i) Provide personnel to be present at
demonstrations to determine lhe
technical capability of the items offered;
(j) Notify the offerorfs) concerned
when a proposal is determined to be
unacceptable:
fk) Conduct negotiations with all
offerors whose proposals are within the
competitive range, pnce and other
factors considered (see { 1-3.805-1);
(I) Notify the offerors of the date and
time that negotiations are to be
terminated:
fm) Provide the requiring agency
designated point of contact with both a
report which summarizes the results of
negotiations and copies of the proposed
contract negotiated with each vendor for
consideration in the agency evaluation
and analysis;
(n) Bnef the appropriate requiring
agency personnel on the results of
contract negotiations when requested:
(0) Award the contract after receiving
notification of the requiring agency's
selection:
(p) Oebrief offerors with the
assistance of requiring agency
representatives when debriefing! are
requested by offerors; and
(q) Distribute the contract and
forward all pertinent documents to the
successor contracting officer appointed
by the requiring agency.
} 1-4.1107 Federal sgency responsibUlty
wnen procurement autttortty ta delegated
by QSA.
When acting under a GSA delegation
of procurement authority under either
Si 1-4.1104 or 1-4.1106. the agency
conducting the procurement ia
responsible for compliance with
applicable procurement poHciea.
regulations, and. in particular, i 1-4,1109
and the specific terms of the delegatioiL
} 1-4. 1 10« U»ior syetem acquMtlon
rvspenalMUtlea.
(a) ResponsibilitJes of requiring
agency.
Before the contracting phases of a
major system acquisition under OMB
Circular A-109 procedures, the requiring
agency shall:
(1) Advise CSA upon approval of the
mission need statement (Key Decision I)
by the agency head. The advice and
assistance • of GSA may be requested in
performing the analysis, particularly in
reaard to contemporary experience
which may be applicable to the agency
mission need. Requests for assistance
should be addressed to the Agency
Plaiming Division (General Services
Administration (CPS). Washington. DC
20405).
(2) Forward four copies of the major
system procurement request to CSA
(CPS). The request shall include
'CSA II publlahing s pamphlet contdninf a
diKuasian of Maior AOP/Telecommunicalions
Acquisiliont. A limited number of copiei of this
pamphlet can be obtained from General ServicM




AJ3P A.^ra TELZCCMinJNICATIONS Ri;QUI7£MEN7S CHECK LIST
Dace of Request Subject of Request
I. PlirVAC: ?ZOUIRZ^gNTS
YZS NO NOT A2?.
(1) Zqulpsenc or services identified by
chis request will be used co oaiataia r \ / \
Syszzn of Records, subject to the
Privacy Act of 197A.
(2) A report of new systeas has been subaitted ( ) ( ) ( )
to the Ccngreas and C^C3 ca
_
as required by OhS Circular No. A-I08.
(3) The r.otice rscuireaents of the Privacy Act ( ) ( ) ( )
(5 use 552a (a) (4) (D) , (e) (U), and (f))
have been coaplied with.
rv:7!;:::c 7;?uir::-;i::ts
(1) 7-_r.uing ia the anount of $
_^
•-•as { ) explicitly/ ( ) implicitly
xr.cl-ded in the agecsv's Tf budget ( ) ( ) ( )
request and tr.e proposed proc-arsaent is
consistent '^-.zh G>3 budget guidance
and policy directives.
•-_ CTrE?. ~-ICU"I7.^^E^*TE
CD A feasibility study required by ( ) C ) ( )
7MC 7i-5 was coapleted on
______________
(2) A systsa study has been csnducted as
req-jirec by GSA ??>Gl 101-22.11 for ()()()
proc^^re-a-nts •-nich contain coniaunications
requiraaents.
(3) The requir2-ents of the AD? sharing prograa ( } ( ) ( )
contained in "?V5l lCl-22.2 have been aet.
Docuaentation supporting the cbove certifications is retainer! in the agency s
files.
Su2mi-t::;g zzt- .?.-r.:z:-~; azzhc: cz?~zr.:.:z :."?ic:al
I^ea IICl) r.zz acplicacle if cr = c-r2=ent -^.ziz 550, OCO.
Icaa 111(1';














/V«m« «nd complmim mmiltng mddtmtt including ZIP cod«





i. ONTA.tT • 0»» TtLHNlCAL INfOKMATlON CONCERNING
rmS REt^LiT (Namm mud iltim)
Prof. Douglas G. Williams, Director
TELEPMONf .NuwaER; (408)646-2572
(Including arm* codm}:
5. EST.'ATED VALUE ^ $ 366 pemarks




: Oct 1979 1 Sep 1989
7. MINIMUM EQUIPMENT CONI iGuRATlON ,11 ihm rmqummt i« lor ADP mqvlpmmnt limm. lullv dmme l-^ ihm minimum rmqutrmd mquipinmnl cantlgurm'
nan, includinf mytimm mmkm and mod- tmin mnd mmmm tiarmtm rmquirmmmnim, Imnninmlm mnc ol/i«r jniqum tmquirmmmnlm.)
See attached
8. OTHER REOU iREMENTS >Fully d««crib» mnv •p»cr/ie r«qu<r»manr« (oihmt ihmn mqulpntmni,, »<-*> •• 'ypm. ikill Imtrml mnd numnbmt ml pmtmmnnml
rmquirmd. nmmm mnd Imvml oi moliurmrm rmqutrmd. •.<. dmim bmmm manmtmmmni, Irmnmmeilan. monitor or opmrmting mytmmm, •<c.J
See attached
9 OESCR ^'' . ON 'jf SERVICE fO««crib« in lull, ineluding mil mmndalarr rmquirmmmnim mIMctt mpply. II computmr ilmm la raquaaratf, Includm Ihm
typm ot crocaaarnf raqufrad, i.m., locml baich, rmmoim bmlch or inimrmctirm, Almo, includm typm ot mpplicmiion inwolvm^,)
See attached
aadii 'jnal remarks are on the iiac*. mark here [^ i and show rtumber of pages attached, if any
to. AU >-''lZ '•"• Of- If i^ (Typmd nmmm and III Im)
SHT^:- £Y D. = 'ICKLAND
Cc-..-dCting jfficer





FOR EXCHANGE USE (See mstnjct ions on_ the back)
i; A' 'I ON A.-J". AND ^lASONIS/
ShaRtfvi:, oi government resources is not
a ^'labt e. alternative due to ttie size of
your requirement. You may, therefore,
use this 2068 as certification that




-. ^/DirR, Artina Director
Ao er-cv Sej :'oordination Division, ADTS
(!'a mifned)
^^.>-l^l^ /^f'
13. CSa CONTROL NO.
R9-79-028







Co<TiDl«ie it««ns 1 through 10 and Bubmit th« form in duplicate to th« appropriate Sharing Exchange (see FPMR
•01
-32.48).
Item 3 should indicate the level oi funding approved, i' available: otherwise, 'r^icate best estimate of con«*i«<ciat
cost lor equivalent service.
EXCHANGE Upon completion of the necessary action to satisfy the request in accordance with FPMR 1 01 -32.2. indicate th*
action taken and the reason for the action, il appropriate. II a corrmercial source is authorized, include a state-
ment that the GSA F^orni 2068 authorization constitutes a delegation ol procurement authority but not authorization
'or sole source procurement,
Th« Exchange representative signs item 12 and returns a signed copy of the form to the requesting organization.
GSA CONTROL '''his number is assigned c-y the Exchange and must be used when completing GSA Form 2068-A. Quarterly Report of
NUMBER AOP Service Provided to Another Organization or Obtained Irom a Commeroial Source, as required t>Y FPMR
01-32.47.
AOO'T >v.'A Rev ^KS (lndieai» Itmm numtfrt*) to mhieh lamkarkm mppir)




(It mddl^lar -"ime* im rmquir0d u«« pl»tn mhmmtftj of pmpmr)
use wiNDCv^ .c FOti
MAILING 'C
'iXTf/il Services Administration, Region 9
fflip I'narnq Exchange
PxejjTonc! interagency ADP Coordinator
S-^SKarl^ec St.
Saa/ FAI>'^ciscc. CA 9^105 ,^ i„^,^^





17. CHEO: OFT 5H£rr ?0R \LPZ ?ROCURg*grr




L. A scdCeaeac chac cha rsqulrencnc cannoc ba aac
sacia£acc^rll/ br ucllizing ezlaciag Fedaral
reaoorcea through sharing or reucillzacloa.
(Saa FPhlR Sub-pare LOI-32.2)
2. Copies o£ Raquasc for and cha OPA fxoa CSA.




b. Oeslreable Jeacurea and Ihalr Dollar 7alua
c. Sysceaa L.i.fa
d. Terms of Use of AJDPE
a. lufocaacioa oa Exlacing AOPE Fadllcy
£. loioroacioa oa Sica 71slc
g. PPM
h. Type of Mainceaanca
1. Maincenancs Raapoaae Tiaa
j. Sole Source .'usciilcacioa (If Maica or Modal
la Deaignaced;
5. uelivery and lascallacioc 'Schedule
6. Inapectlon and Accepcance
a. ^f fecciveaeaa '.aval





7. 3eachnarlc or Operational Capability
D«aonscracioa
S. Special Source Selection Considerations
9. lafornation on Availability of Purchase
Funds
10- ADP Talecomnuaications Check List
11. Aaoxcional Requirements for Technical
Proposal
12 ?ecerai laioraation Processing Standards
and
Federal Taieconsuaicatl-ns Standards Compliance
Requireaents (F7MR 101-26.2 and 3)
N0T2. -^1 requisitions should indicate a
point of contact identified by






REGIONAL INTERAGENCY ADP COORDINATORS AND ADP
SHARING EXCHANGES
REGION 1, Boston
Regional Interagency ADP Coordinator
General Services Administration
Post Office and Courthouse Building
Boston, MA 02109
Phone 617-223-2663
REGION 2, New York
Regional Interagency ADP Coordinator
General Services Administration
30 Church Street
New York, NY 10007
Phone 212-264-8349





REGION 3, Washington, D.C.
Federal ADP Resources Staff
Automated Data Management Services Division
GSA Region 3 - Room 6022
7th and D Streets, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20407
Phone 202-963-4900
Manager, Tidewater ADP Sharing Exchange






Regional Interagency ADP Coordinator
General Services Administration
1776 Peachtree Street, N.W.
Atlanta, GA 30309
Phone 404-526-5772
Manager, Mississippi, Alabama, and Slidell Louisiana ADP
Sharing Exchange
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Computation Laboratory (R-COMP-MR)




Regional Interagency ADP Coordinator
General Services Administration
U.S. Courthouse 5 Federal Building
219 South Dearborn Street
Chicago, IL 60604
Phone 312-353-5406
REGION 6, Kansas City, Missouri
Regional Interagency ADP Coordinator
General Services Administration
Federal Building
1500 East Bannister Road
Kansas City, MI 64131
Phone 816-361-7540
Manager, St Louis ADP Sharing Exchange
General Services Administration
1640 Federal Office Building
1520 Market Street
St. Louis , MI 63103
Phone 314-622-4570
REGION 7, Fort Worth
Regional Interagency ADP Coordinator
General Services Administration
819 Taylor Street




Manager, South Texas ADP Sharing Exchange





Regional Interagency ADP Coordinator
General Services Administration
Building 41, Denver Federal Center
Denver, CO 80225
Phone ***-233-8495
REGION 9, San Francisco
Regional Interagency ADP Coordinator
General Services Administration
29 Fourth Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
PhoTip ************
Manager, Hawaii ADP Sharing Exchange
General Services Administration
Hickam Air Force Base, HI 96824
Phone 808-443-95**
REGION 10, Auburn
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1. Defense Technical Information Center 2
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22514
2. Library, Code 0142 2
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
3. Department Chairman, Code 54 1
Department of Administrative Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
4. LT Dorothy E. Walizer, USN 2
2920 Penn Valley Avenue
Briston, Pennsylvania 19007
5. LT Lois Gamboa, USN 1
199 Parkview Terr
Orange, New Jersey 07050
6. CDR M.L. Sneiderman, SC, USN, Code 54Zz 1
Department of Administrative Sciences
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, California 93940
7. LCDR Rodney F. Matsushima, SC, USN 1
Naval Regional Contracting Office
Long Beach, California 90822








10. LCDR James L. Parham 1
Comptroller
Naval War College
Newport, Rhode Island 02840
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11. LCDR Richard D. Larson, SC, USN




Naval Security Group Headquarters
3801 Nebraska Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20390
13. LT Jay Benson (Code 321)
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Navy Finance Center
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